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There Has Been No Change in Withdraw
From Associating
With Them Until Germany
Policy of the United States
Government in Dealing With
Has Purged Itself of Guilt Is
Russian Problem,
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GEN. FOCH'S MEN EXACT A HUGE
TOLL OF LIFE FROM ENEMY AND

APPEALS FOR MEDICAL
MEN FOR ARMY SERVICE

CAPTURE
Present Attitude Must Remain President of American Association Says Each County in
Unchanged Until There Is
Some Further Development
U, S, Should Send Quota of
of Importance in Country,
Twenty Per Cent,

1,000 MEN, SOME GUNS

Village of Bclloy, Glenis Wood and the Heights Rising Between
Courcellcs and Mortmcr Arc Wrested From Teutons; in ImSj
.,,,.
mediate Center of Line, Between Montdidier and Noyon,
Happy crowd, aren't llicy? Look us if they liltil the fine of Ihrlr lives, don't hey? Anil llicy did. but in n differt
MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASES WIRII
JOURNAL SPECIAL LIMIO
Where the Huns Had Been Able to Extend Apex of Their
ent way. Turned mil lit in open hunts, when the S. S, Car.iliua was sunk by a
untold liimlshlp.
National prohi- these brave women were slill uble to laugh merrily when t'ie photographer enuglit llirm enduring
Washington, June 11. There has
Chicago, June 11
as they were Imiiled nt nil
been no change In the policy of the bition for tho benefit of military and caMein port. Those
Drive to Antheuil, Kaiser's Troops Also Were Attacked and
strange whirls Hint they're wearing were pit ked i p by them in the short time they linil to get
.American government in dealing with civil populations alike, the necessity into the t'lxxi ts.
nr earn county in cio united Mates
the Russian situation.
Driven Back; Americans in Chateau Thierry
Sector
In spite of recurring rumors that sending a quota of 20 per cent of Its
men
medical
Into army" service and;
Make Gains.
military action in Siberia by the allies
.
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with American support or approval Is
Imminent, it was learned today that
no agreement has been reached on
any feasible plan for positive at ion
In regard to Russia, and consequently,
the attitude of the state department is
Just what it has been since the subject first was broached. The official
view here is that this attitude must
remain unchanged until there is some
further development of great Importance In Russia.
An authoritative explanation was
given today after the Russian embassy
had transmitted to the department an
appeal to the I'nited States and the
allies to send an expeditionary force
to Russia to repel the Germans, forwarded by the .central committee of
The committee,
the cadet party.
which speaks for the powerful Russian constitutional democratic forces,
united that such an expedition be
under international, comrol to guarantee the rights of its country.
Recent developments, not only In
old Russia but In the Ukraine and in
Siberia, and a growing spirit of unrest
In China and Japan, with increasing
pressure, in f e capitals of the
icwlo pWfis "iuiT Boiii such surf of
concerted action might not have been
overlooked by officials here and the
developments of each day are being
studied with the closest attention.
It is evident the Bolshevik govern
ment is meeting strong opposition, not
only irom the old conservative elements In Russia but also from certain powerful factions Just as inimical
to the restoration if the empire as the
most pronounced, the Red Russian.
Of these, the cadets or constitutionalists are understood to be the most in
evidence, not because of their numbers, but for the reason that they embody In their principles the moderate
views which are calculated to appeal
most strongly to the great mass of
the Russian peasantry and to a considerable portion oi' the working men
who are slowly reacting from the ex- trome ideas of license and impossible
social and econimic conditions which
they accepted without question in the
first days of the revolution against
the Kerensky regime.
Some of tho entente powers feel
that the time has arrived for Intervention, but this view :s not shared by
the United .States government.
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RUSSIAN CHi.ir.(TS TO
AI5.MKI) INTKItVIONTlOX

Germany Planning to Support Land
Drive by Pitting High Seas Fleet
Against Fleet of V. S. and Allies

the withdrawal of doctors generally
from association after the war with
German scientists until Germany has
purged itself of guilt, were the fea-- 1
tures of the address of Dr. Arthui
Dean Pevan of Chicago, Installed to- night as president of the Amcricuni
Medical association.
Dr. Charles Mayo of Rochester,!
Minn., retiring president; Surgeon
General Oorgas, U. S. A.: Surtmon
General Braisted. U S. N.: Assistant
Surgeon General Rucker of the army
and medical emissaries from the na
tions of entente alliance attended tho
war meeting today.
In his address Dr. lievan paid special tribute to the work of Surgeon
General Gorgas and called attention
to tho fact that the army death rate
has been less than ton per thousand
In the mobilisation and concentration
camps, "twice as good as the record
held by any country prior to thin
time," he said. "The health of the
men Is better looked
after In the
HIGHLY
army and navy than it was when the
men were still In civil life."
Styling the elimination of alcoholic
drink the greatest Single factor that
can be i'ontrcilecl in the Intercf i.f
eto
Coiiinteiit
",t.ll illUlf
pufluc nealm, Dr.f rmva.i aiu;
"In slow evolution of civilization,
mnnv great wrongs became so en
Quite Favorably on Presitrenched that it required centuries of
to
dent's Address to Newsparevolution
education or
extirpate
them.
Among these great wrongs.
too lone tolerated, none has done
per Men at Capital Friday.
more injury to mankind han drink
ot
course
Now the swiftly
moving
events Is writing the deathwarrant of
'BY MORNIN. JOURNAL aPKCIAt ICA1D MMRt,
rule
and
by divine right
autocracy
London, June 11. President Wilshould son's
education
and science, and
uddress to Mexican editors In
and
epl Washington last Kriday is commented
eliminate not only plagues
curse
of
drink
the
demies but also
upon with high appreciation by the
from the world."
newspapers here.
The house of delegates of the asso
Tho Dally News says that President
elation
today adopted a resolution Wilson in his speech "revealed himself
to
retain
Wilson
iimlnir President
as the architect of the World's futuro."
General Gorgas a surgeon
general
It warmly eulogizes the president's and
rewill
reach
he
that
fact
the
despite
merica s disinterestedness in the war.
tirement age next October.
it says, is testified to not ' by
which,
Isstatement
a
General Gorgas tn
voids, but by acts.
sued today gave unqualified approval
The paper mentions American loy.
0 the. proposal of the association to alty to the cause of Russia, which it
irivn women doctors and surgeons en described as one of tho redeeming
gaged In war work the same military episodes of the whole war and urges
rank as male medical officers. med other ountries which have, been "less
Dr. Justin Godart. chief of tho
faithful and less wise to recognize tho
ical mission sent to the convention redemption of Russia a fixed and un
from France, brought a message of alterable purpose of the war.
The president, says the Daily Chronhope and confidence to tho asso m bled
iilivsifiuns.
has reason for the claim that the
'Trance knows there is a long, hard icle,
United States is setting a memorable
strugglo ahead before we rcacn vic- example of disinterestedness and that
tory." he said, but we have complete such an attitude takes away ground
confidence that w0 can hold the line for suspicion In seeking a mutual un
until America arrv.es in force. Then, derstanding among nations. The Dai
for complete victory."
ly Graphic declared upon such altruism alone can an enduring peace be
founded.
Tho Times compares the president's
NOT
ieech wi.h the recent statement of
llerr von Payer, the German vice
chancellor, and says:
"No contrast could be stronger. The
president talks of liberty, justice and
law. The vico chancellor looks forward to a world In which the unified
armies of Germany and Austria.Hun-garwill still impose their orders on a
submissive Europe."
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TO MEXICANS
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New York,
June 11. Protesting
against armed intervention in Russia,
Dr. George V. Lomonosoff, head of
tho Russian railway mission to the
United States, declared in an address
here tonight that "history has always
condemnod those who invite into their
native land foreign armies for the establishment of order."'
Dr.
addressed an audi,
fnce which filled Madison Square Garden at a meeting called to urge recognition by the United States of the Russian soviet government."
Resolutions
were adopted, urging
OF
recognition of the soviet government
and protesting against "the treacher.
oua campaign In the Interest of armed
intervention in Russian affairs carried
on In the United States by various imperialistic elements of several countries, "as playing into the hands of
Paris. June 11. The battle along
German Imperialism."
the front continues with fury. Attacks
.. .i
other
nnicr nttucks follow each
The losses of
without Interruption.
AMERICAN KILLED
The
formidable.
are
the Germans
the
IN VILLA ATTACK evening journals in reviewing
dur-the
resul.s which have been obtained
past two days by the Germans,
,., n,nmm journal .Ptc.l k...r
agree that they arc not to be ignored
Jaurea, Mexico, June 11.
An but doubt whether they are worth the
American named Smith was killed losses which the Germans suffered.
when Villa followers held up another
"Along the whole front," says the
.train at Santiago Papasquiaro,
Journal Des Bats, "tho situation Is not
June 5, killing the train guard modified sensibly. The general immeof fifty soldiers, robbing the passendiate objective of tho enemy is
but this city has not been
gers of all their possessions even the
clothing they wore and burning the reached. The advance along the right
train, according to Information re- bank of the Oise is not sufficient to
ceived here from Durango City today. disturb our positions on the opposite
Smith was a brother of Catarino bank of the river between the Oise
Smith, storekeeper at Magistral, Du- and the Aisne. On the other end of
Iho line the situation upon the plateau
rango, who was hanged by VIIUu
Villa's main band is now operating of Montdidier Is not changed."
in the Pilar De Concho district
"Our command is allowing the enewhere a fight occurred last week with my to weaken his forces in attacks
which are inevitably extremely costly
the federal troops from Parral,
and Is awaiting the moment when the
enemy's fatigue permits our reserve
to be engaged with every probability
THE WEATHER
of success," writes the Temps military
critic in dealing with .today's statement from the war office.
FORECAST.
"That we have retired Is Indisputable," he writes, "but a favorable re.
Denver, Colo., June 11. New Mexaction executed In the center of the
ico: Wednesday partly cloudy, posbattlefield gives proof of the resolusibly local Hiundershowers north central portion, slightly cooler extreme tion and valor of our soldiers."
east portion; Thursday partly cloudy.
Grain Rate Increases Denied.
LOCAIi REPORT.
Washington, June 11. Applications
of railroads to make Increases In
A summary of weather conditions rates on grain in carloads from Sioux
hours ending at City. Iowa, and points in Nebraska,
for the twenty-fou- r
( p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum north of Omaha to Colorado cities
'
96
minimum. south of Pueblo, were refused today
degrees:
temperature.
60; range, St; at 6 p. m., 9t; south by the " interstate commerce commis
'
sion.
t"
winds; clear.
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Washington, June 11. Further evidence that Germany, in its efforts to
end the war this summer is plouning
to support lis land offensive by sending its high sea forces against, the
combined British und American grand
fleet. Is given in mi official dispatch
today from Switzerland.
"A telegram of an official nature,"
n;iys the dispatch, "is being spread
broadcast in Germany, which says that
Lhe German admiralty is considering a
big nuvul offensive. Orders are supposed to have been given to keep the
whole fleet In readiness and a certain
number of nival officers of IiIkIi rank
recalled from
have been
Switzerland ArfU other neutral countries, where they have been spending
their leave.
'"lhe Kieler Zeitung speaks of ex.
traordinary activity in the por.s and
the Hamburger Powts publishes an In
who wasl
terview with von Tirpitz,
linked if Germany
h in a position toi
measure herself W'itli tho Knglishj
fleet. The admriiil naturally replied In!
the affirmative, saying that after their
land forces have pushed the French
n nd Knglish
back on the other sides
of Paris, it would be lhe turn of the
kaiser's boats to drive the Kugllsh off
the high seas.
Both in Washington and In the al
lied capitals H German sea offensive
on a grand scale has long been regarded a possibility and the appearance
of tho Teutonic fleet In the North sea
at any time would not be unexpected.
Rear Admiral Gleaves said in a public
address not long ago that word had
come to the British fleet that the Germans at. last were ready for the supreme test.
If the buttle does come American
naval forces will play their part.
American dreadnaughtH under Rear
Admiral Hugh Rodman joined the
British fleet sometime ago.
American naval officers are no less
anxious for a finish fight with the enemy than sre tho Britsh. An in all
allied quarters there is supreme' eon.
fidence of the outcome. Once the two
fleers come to grips, officials ure certain the Germans win be decisively
defeated.
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Ariz., June 11. William
Krupp, former Bisbee automobile
dealer, well known throughout Ari
zona, was shot through the head late
last night at Wilicox, following a
twenty-liv- e
mile chase with officers
In motor cars. Harrv Reese, rinnntv
Sheriff of Wilicox, fired the shot
which killed Krupp. Officers were attempting to overhaul Krupp's car
to search it for liquors.
After the automobiles had raced
for an hour, Krupp turned and fired
two shots at his pursuers. They replied with a rifle, killing Krupp.
Illshee,

Cattleman Markets
24 Cars of Steers;

Takes Home $95,000
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Chicago, June 11. Prices paid
for cattle at the Chicago stockyards have reached the highest
known at that market, it was
said today. For sixty-sisteers
averaging 1,427 pounds one big
packing firm paid $17.90 per
100 pounds, the highest ever
paid for a good bunch of steers,
according to yards statisticians.
One fancy steer sold at $18.00
per hundred pounds, or ten
cents higher than any previous
figure, W. L. Gunderson of
Cen-tervil-

'

S.

D.,

is

homeward

after disposing of twenty-fcars of cattle at $17.60
and $17.85 and a carload of hogs
at $16.55 per hundred pounds.
bound
our

He took with
a

him

in

all

$D5,-00-

0.

FOLLOWERS UP Oil

(Ity Morning .loiirnal
The French troons fighting smith- east of Montdidier have turned upon
the Germans in a violent attack and
administered a severe defeat to the
enemy over a front of almul seven and
miles between liuliescourt nnd
jaSt. half
it wan over this front
Manic.
the
that
French since Sunday's offen-Islv- e
licKiin had held hack the Ger-- I
mil ns from keeping pace with the ad-- j
vunce hey were making from tho een-- I
s
ter of tho line south of
toward th" i ,ise river w here the
'onslaught:! of the invaders were met
with a defense in man and gun power
that brought to the Germans enormous casualties.
The village of Itelloy. Genlls wood
and the heighls rising between Cour
i files and
Mortmer were recaptured
hy lhe French nnd in addition to the
infliction of heavy casualties on the
enemy General Foch's men took more
than 1,000 prisoners and also captured
guns.
Hani Fighting In I'mmw,.
In the immediate center of Hie lino
No"1-wh:- !
"UMi
Ameri - j !",tWf!"
,

I

7 INDICTED

Uessons-Sur-Mals-

ATTEMPT
U

WILSON

Three Hindus' Thrcq...
cans and One Russian Rep- joinED'I. W, W, TO
resented That They Were an
LEArN 'wa'r ATTITUDE
Accredited

Mission to u, b.

Imr MORNIN4 JOURNAL SPECIAL l.RARRD WIRf

San Francisco, Calif.. June II. In- dietments charging them Willi attempting to defraud President Wilson
through representations 'lint they
were an ii::c ivdiled mission to this
country from the nationalist party of
India, were returned today by a federal grund jury against three Hindus,
three Americans and a Ilussian. Three
of those indicted were women.
The Hindus Indicted were Professor
S. Nath Chose, Tarak Nath and Kulin
B. Bosc.
The Americans were William A. Wothershooii. a retired San
Francisco lawyer, his wife, Marian,
and Miss Agnes Smedley of New York.
The Russian was Miss Bluma Zalznlk.
Ghose nnd Das were defendants In
the trial here recently of a group of
Hindus and others on the charge of
plotting a. revolution in India. Das
was convicted and is serving a prison
months. Ghose
sentence, of Iwenfy-lwwas not arrested until the trial was
Hearing its end. Miss Smedley was
arrested In New York at the samo
time us Ghose for an alleged violation
of the neutrality laws. They still are
Hose is not In cusin New York.
tody.
The specific charge is that the defendants endeavored through deception to gain the svmpalhy of President
Wilson, Secretary of State Lansing
and the representatives of lhe Netherlands, Swcilen, Denmark and Brazil
in Washington for the India'.i revolutionary movement.
-
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Chicago, Juno II. Testimony regarding the I. W. W. opposition in the
slate of Washington to the war wits
given today before Judge I.aiulls In
the I'nlteci Slates district court whero
110 defendants are on trial charged
wit li violation of the espionage, law
today.
.1. A. McBtide,
deputy hlicillf at
Aberdeen, Wash., testified that he had
W.
I.
W.
so
the
that he could learn
their altitude toward the strike that
whs on In the Paget Sound lumber
rumps.
Describing a speech
by a man
numed Amcy, Mclirido declared ho
said:
"Do all in your power to defeat
conscription." The witness sulci a man
named Mobl declared: "Do not allow
the United States to send fooil to the
allies for that will prolong the war LEAGUE
flvo years."
111

...
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MEMBERS
DEFY AUTHORITIES

o

Picks I
Flouting Mine,
Cape Cod, N. J., May 11. Ah Insteamer
reports having picked
coming
up a floating mine about four mllcn
of Ship Shoal island, Virginia, which
Is sonic distance north of Cape Charles
light. This is believed to be one of
those set afloat hy the German
Imr 4ORNIN0 .OURNAL RRRCIAL LgARCO
WRI)
during their raid. Sixteen mines
New York, June 11. Admission
that "The Finished Mystery," the al- have been found off the Delaware
leged seditious publication Issued by capes.
the International Bible Students' association, founded by the late Pastor
Russell, was not completed until after
the United States declared war against
Germany, was made by George H.
Fisher of Scranton, Pa., who testified
In the federal court today during the
triul of Joseph F. Rutherford, and
seven
"RuKsellltes'" associates
on
BY
charges of conspiring to violate the
espionage act.
William F. Hudglns, secretary of
the Wutch Tower Hi bio and Tract
society, who earlier in the day had
been declared in contempt, of court
for refusing to answer questions, was
indicted, by the federal Judge thlif
afternoon. He was held in $5,000 bail.
Hudgins. after the return of the inmv MORNINO JOURNAL RRSGIAL LIAREO WIRE)
dictment against Fisher, testified thai
Paris, June 11. "American troopd
he had seen revised proofs of the book
Belleau wood this
June 25, 1917, after the declaration brilliantly carried 300
prisoners."
of war against Germany.
The book, morning, taking
This announcement u made by the
he said, had been prepared after
Russell's death and followed closely war office in its official report tonight.
the lines laid down by Russell.
Belleau wood lies In the Chatlau
Fisher, who was one of the authors
of the book, testified that the passage Thierry sector, Just to tha west of the
"conscription will meet with opposi- village of Bouresehes and south of
tion," was not written by him, but the village of Belleau.
It Is in this
was edited into the copy he turned in. region that the American
murines
have been fighting so valiantly re' Soldiers
Being Naturalized.
cently, and much praise was bestowed
Kl Paso, Tex., June 11. Seventeen upon them for their drive on the Gerhundred soldiers from Fort Bliss are mans through the Belleau wood,
being naturalized at the present term which had been considered an almost
of the United States district court. A impregnable position by tha Germans.
total of 308 were nauralized today. Dispatches from the front on Monday
Judge W. R. Smith has arranged to said tho marines had continued their
hold a special term of court at Marfa, progress in the wood until the GerTex., to naturalize the aliens In th mans were holding only the fringe of
Big Bend military district.
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Special Leased Wire)
the Germans had been able to extend
the apex of their drive to Antheuil
tho enemy also was attacked and
driven back, but southwest of Noyop
he succeeded In renchlng Machemont
and llethancourt, the last named placs
lying on tho west bank of the olss
river. Hard fighting is still In progress in this region with the French
disputing the attempts of the Germans to pass onward.
The American marines fighting in
the chateau Thierry sector have completed the capture of tho Belleail
wood from the Germans and wlth'IU
Thu
occupation took 300 prisoners.
latost official German
communications asserted that the Germans had
repulsed several attacks In this Immediate vicinity.
The German war office claims the
.
capture of 10.000 additional prisoners,
which with the numben of captives
reported Monday, would bring t,hs
total to 18,000 In the present fighting.
Since the new offensive began along
the Soissons-Rhelm- s
sector May 87, it
official
is asserted hy the German
communication that the army group
of the German crown prince has taken
about 71,000 allied troops captive.
Australians Make Gains. '
In one of tho most ambitious operations carried out in many days Field
Marshal Haig's troops in the Amiens
sector have struck tho Germans a
hard blow. Australians sucooeded !ln
advancing their line half a mile over
a mile and a half front and took 300
In
prisoners, including five officers.
machine gunn
addition, twenty-on- e
were
and a trench mortar
captured.
Another "peace offensive" by Ger- a
ij
mnnv
alio
...
, , Mnm ivwri""
I III! an.
mm .rf
IV In
It io
ft
Berlin the government and the high'
dec
a
are
command
discussing
nrmy
laration of war alms, while from Vienna comes the news that the Austro
Hungarian foreign minister. In an in.
terview has reiterated that he still
adheres to the policy of peace by un
derstanding and that the dual mon
archy seeks no annexations.
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VIOLENT ATTACKS
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AN EASY PLAN
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Washington, June 11. Installment
plan payment of wur taxes will be
provided for in the new revenue bill
which tho house ways and means
oommlttce is
preparing to draft.
Chairman Kitchin disclosed this fact
during today's hearing before tho
committee, when Albert R. Palmer,
of New York, representing a lurge
number of corporations, urged that
siic-provision h made. Details of the
scheme are yet to bo worked out.
Mr. Palmer advocated tax on grosn
sales which he said would he less felt
than tho tax on war profits. Ho opposed a tax on stock dividends, contending that, exemption from taxes
should not be based on capital because of the widely varying revenues
of companies
operating along the
same lines. He argued for a tax on
gross income which could be passed
along easily to the consumer.

AMERICAN TROOPS AIRPLANE

ACCIDENTS

AT TRAINING
IRY MORNIN
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Houston, Tex., June 11. When an
airplane fell at San Ijeon, ueriul gunnery rango maintained In connection
wit hthe Kllington flying field here,
this afternoon. First l.lent. Roger
.Miss., inMontgomery of Tunica,
structor In aerial gunnery, was killed
and the pilot of the machine, Second
William
Lieut.
R. Hartline, was
slightly bruised.
Belleville. 111., June II. Lieut. R.
Randwcll of New York City, was
instantly killed, and Major Brookv,
officer at Scott held,
commanding
six miles southeast of here, was
probably fatally injured at 8 o'clock
tonight when an airplane In which
they were circling above the field
fell 400 feet. Major Brooks is unconscious and is not expected to live.
R.

m-

JOURNAL (RfJClAL LRARI

Red Wing, Minn., June 11. Nonpartisan league banners and stream-er- s
ndvising the beholder to "vote fof
Lindbergh" were displayed In Tied
Wing tonight, despite an order from
the county public safety commission.
Seventy automobiles carrying league
members and their families paraded
through Iho principal streets just before supper timo between long rowi
of pacing home guards, although ail
order of the commission passed yesterday forbade the parade and all
other league activities.
Met a few miles outside the city at
Vasa by the sheriff, the paradera
paid no" heed to his order to stop and.
again, at the city limits disregarded
the orders ot the cop.
The wholo proceed; ni was carried
out amid silence.

l.uverne. Minn., June 11. A. C.
Townley. .president of the
league, and two candidates were
compelled to step over the Iowa state
line today to hold a scheduled plcnio
with speech making. Deputies appear?
ed at the gathering, and acting on ln
strtictions of the sheriff, told tha
crowd to "move on."
MAY USE AMERICANS
TO ENTHUSE IRISH
JOURNAL IHRU LBBB tlMl
London, June 11. The Dublin correspondent professes to be able if
givo the details of a plan for conduct
Ing a voluntary recruiting campaign it
Ireland, which ho understands has on
of its great features the bringing of
American regiments to Ireland to
march through the towns and villages,
These regiments, he adds, will brinp
their priests with them.
;.t
This plan, continues the correspond:
ent. will be carried out along lines r
sembllng those of a general election
'

IRY MORNIMR

under the controlling direction of Edward, Shortt, the chief secretary fof
Ireland, lie adds that important
progress has been made in the direct
tlon of enlisting the aid of the nation-alis- t
party.
Wins Diamond

Trophy.

Peoria, 111., June 11. D. W. Voor
hees, Jr., of Peoria, captured the ChU
cago board of trade diamond trophy,
van led at $3,000, the principal event
ot the Illinois Trapahooters' tourney
here today by breaking 99 out of ,
possible 100 targets. A. C. Connors ot
In this
Springfield, was runner-u- p
event, two targets behind the winner.
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SUCTION-FEE- D

You can
Separator will soon pay for itself in cream saved.
G increase
the capacity and reduce the time by turning faster.
D But turned fast or slow, the cream is always of the exact
thickness desired.
B
Come in and let us show you this new machine.
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PHIPPS CANDIDATE
FOR U. S,. SENATOR

iii'
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Juno 11. An agreeWashington,
ment was reached in the senate late
1 o'clock
to
vote
at
tomorrow
today
afternoon on the proposal of Senator
Horah of Idaho for public considera
tion of treaties, an amendment to
the nderwood resolution to" limit all
debate during he war.
The agreement for disposition of
the Unroll amendment, which provides that treaties shall not be considered with open doors unless
s
of the senate should determine
otherwise, followed several days of
spirited discussion of secret and open
diplomacy. Defeat of the proposal
is expected,
generally
though the
senate is cioseiy divided. A vote on
1
the
nilerwood rule itself probably
will follow. 'with Its advocates confident of adoption.
Opponents of the Horah plan renewed their attack today. Senator
Hitchcock of Nebraska, chairman of
the
relations committee;
foreign
Smith of Arizona aiid others criticising the amendment while the Idaho
member and Senators Fall of New
Mexico and Norris
of
Nebraska,
urged Its adontion.
1

Colo., June
Philips (if Denver announced today
his candidacy for the republican nomination for t'nltcd State:' senior fmiii
Colora'ln. Mr. Phipps is I'tnpornrily
In Washington, where he went ti see
Ills Bon, who will sail soon f.r Fit m n.
In response to a telegram pent by
several prominent republican:; urprins?
him to make the race, he telegraphed
to Jesse F. McDonald, of Denver, an.
thorizing his friends to place hi:: name
before the republican state assembly.
C.

;!'
Iiii

iui

Vi'i

Vi.

fin.---.-
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Denver,

I

Captain Wheeler Is' injured.
Bisbee, Arizona, June 11. Cap!.
Hai ry C. Wheeler, with
lie Minul
corps in France, has been wounded
slightly in action, according to letters
received here today.
Wheeler
was formerly sheriff Cap:in
of "oehise county and wast in chargo of tlie dipulics
who conducted the
depportn-tio- n
of last July 12.
I
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Paris, June 11. All the advices
from the battle front show that the
enemy is putting forth every possible
effort in his design to push toward
I'aris, throwing division after division
into the melting pot. So far he has
succeeded, in two days of fighting, in
carrying forward his lino at the maximum point of advance at Vigcmont,
a distance of six miles. In this he has
been materially aided by a considerable number of tanks which the
French, artillery was at first unable to
demolish.
The enemy further succeeded In
If
widening- the point of his wedge.
the danger to the French Is in losing
is
as
room
valuable
in
ground that
which to maneuver, the German peril
lies from t lie human wastage that is
in progress.
In a. summary of the Fails newspaper comment on the buttle, the llavas
agency refers lo the small .progress
made by the Hermans yesterday in
comparison with the price they had to
pay.
The Fetit Journal
observes Hint
after an xtremely costly day for them
in the way of casualties, the Germans
realized smaller gains than on the
previous day.
"The
melted
oivisions
engaged
away as in a crucible," it pays.
I.'ilomnie Libre thinks that the results of the second clay's fighting seem
as favorable as those achieved on the
opening day of the attack, if tlio cjuch-tio- n
be considered from the point that
one of the principle allied alms is to
destroy the maximum number of the
enemy troops engaged. The Echo de
Paris says that Generals Foch and
Petaln know the enemy's limitations
how far he can go and beyond
which positions he cannot advance
further, while tlio Matin argues that
an offensive
conducted fit such a
price cannot be very long continued.
Premier ('lomcnoeau conferred with
several of the generals at the front
yesterday and brought back with him,
it is declared, very reassuring news of
the situation. The information which
he gathered confirmed tho reports of
the enormous losses being suffered by,
the Germans.
e

DEFENSE COUNCIL'

ARIZONA

SENATE
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Washington. June 11. An appeal to
the United States and the allies to
send an expeditionary force to Kussia
to rend the Cerman invaders,
tor
warded by the central committee of
the cadet party in Kussia, was transmitted to the state department today
by the Russian embassy. It is asked
that the expedition, if sent, be put under international control to guarantee
the rights of Russia.
The cadet party, as it is popularly
called, is composed of tho constitutional democrats who were first in
power after the overthrow of tho Romanoff dynasty. It was removed from
power by the Holsheviki.
The linited States has not defined
its attitude towards the allied desire
for joint action from the east, although
It is understood the government holds
that it would be Inopportune to attempt to check the (icrmitns In Russia
unless It is shown the Russian people
wisli it and that the move would not
be

misunderstood.

Th p. message of the constitutional
democrats declares tho situation In
which Russia has been placed by the
terms ot the Brest.l,itovs; treaty only
can be ameliorated by the active aid of
the allies. The advance of the German
armies, It is declared, otherwise cannot be halted.
The appearance of a strong allied
force in the east, it is declared, will
have a decisive bearing on the issues
of the war and on the conditions of
peace.
Success of allied intervention,
the
party says, depends on its form and
if any expedition is sent, it is asked
that every means bo taken to safeguard Russian interests and rights.

CREEL MAY BECOME
'PUBLIC OFFICIAL'
V

MOHNINa JOURNAL tPCCIAL LKASIO WIKI

June 11. An official
status fdr the committee on public
information to make expenditures
subject to congressional supervision
Washington,

was Insisted on today by members of
tho house appropriations committee
when Oeorge Creel, chairman, asked
an appropriation of $2,00(1,(100 to run
the bureau for the next fiscal year.
Heretofore the Creel bureau has
been supported financially through a
$100,000,000 emergency rnnd which
congress gave to the president at the
beginning of the war and for that
reason the bureau has been an unofficial organization. A direct appropriation from congress would make
the chairman of the committee a public official, members pointed out today.

ADMINISTRATION
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Measure, It Is Believed,
Will Be Satisfactory to Ail
Concerned; May Restore
Capital Punishment,

New

We Announce for Wednesday A Most
Remarkable Sale of

New Wash Dresses
For Summer Wear

$15.00

The very smartest, newest prettiest wash frocks of the season:
every woman will want several
because they are so suggestive of
coolness.

There are lovely, simple frocks of
striped, plaid, figured, plain white
ana colored Voiles with clever
new style features uncommon in
summer wash dresses. There are
also many beautiful, plaid and
striped Ginghams in the stylish
belted, pleated,, tunic and plain
tailored models. The Voiles will
immediately attract your notice.
A wonderful assemblage and
assortment nearly one hundred
in
values.

REMEMBER
Voiles and Ginghams in the newest styles for
street, sport, afternoon, evening, garden and
dancing, in all sizes for women and misses.
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Made on the banks
of the Hudson River

FULL! OUTLINED

Bayer-Tableand Capsules of Aspirin
Contain genuine Aspirin.
Demand them in the original packages.

West Central.

For your protection every package
end every tsblet is plainly and in- variably marked with
Your
Guarantee
of Parity"

The
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ASPIRIN
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Germans Waste Human Lives Cadet Party Appeals to United President Tells
Newspaper
No
to
Editors
Send
That
Settlement
Allies
an
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Make
and
and
States
Recklessly
of Republic's Affairs Is None
Expeditionary Force to Save
Particularly Advantageous
Our Business,
of
the
French
Confident,
Gains;
Country,
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1 For lour Protection

WILSON'S POLICY
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RUSSIA ASKS

DIVISION S

Easy to Fill

rt
You can easily turn a
h
canofmilk into the
supply
Suction-fee- d
E3 can of the New Sharplea
Separator.
B
This remarkable machine will
skim as clean at 35 turns of the crank
a minute as at 55 turns. Any other
separator would lose a great deal of
cream with such varied speed.

l.ii

12, 1918.
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The leg1'hoenix, Ariz., Juno 11.
islature set tibout its work this morning with the intention of cloning the
.special session with the week. The
greater progress was made in the
senate and tho house seemed disposed
to defer to that body. The senate began the day with the 'defeat of two
house bills which had consumed a
week In their consideration, one for
an amendment of the primary law
and the other for the appointment of
a commission to establish an orphanage asylum. The reason given for
their defeat was that they were not
in the governor's call. At tho same
time notice was served that no attention would he given to bills not
strictly within the call.
The house adopted a, resolution for
a constitutional amendment, restoring
capital putiiuhment. There were only
eleven votes against It. H Is understood that the senate will not regard
this as finished legislation
but lis
something to be Anally passed upon
by the people and will not bar It
because it is not within tho call.
The senate referred tho house bin
for the conllsation of automobllos
and other vehicles used in the transportation of alcoholic liquors. As the
hill describes the barred none, "within
4(1(1 miles
of any military or naval
establishment" it, is held this language entitles the bill to consideration
as a war measure.
Late in the afternoon the senate
passed, under a suspension of the
rules, a newly Introduced council of
defense bill, one that it is said will
bo (iiiite satisfactory to the present
council of defense and also to the
governor. The voto on It was unanimous. With equal unanimity, the
senate passed the sabotage bill.

iotHIssel
towed to safety
F
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SCORtD BY

FALL1

FOR ITS SILENCE
Senator Says the
People of United States Are
Kept Informed as to What Is

New Mexico

Being Done,
I

MOKNINII

JOURNAL CMCIAL LCAICD WlftO

Washington, June 11. Supporting
in tlio senate today tho proposal of
Senator Horah for public discussion of
treaties, Senator Fall of New Mexico,
republican, called attention to a newspaper report that Justice Urandeis of
the supreme court and Col. Edward
M. House were advising the president
as to a war declaration against urkey
and Bulgaria, and declared that if
true, it. Indicated Irregularities in the
conduct of the government's diplomatic affairs. Tho report, he said,, had not
been denied.
"Declaration of war against Turkey
and Bulgaria is ROlely a matter for
congress, and not for tho president or
for Justice Rranricls or fbr Colbncl
House," said Senator Kali. "The derision of Justice Hrandois and Colonel
House very likely would be binding
on congress when intimated by the
president."
Pointing to a resolution pending before the foreign relations committee
for war declarations between the two
enemy allies, the senator said that harmony between the legislative and executive branches is essential and that
if the president
cannot co.operate
with tho committee it should be reorganized.
Senator Fall told of the administration's refusal to impart to the senate
Information regarding the progress of
diplomatic relations with a country
which he did not name.
Isn't thathe most secret kind of
secret diplomacy?"
asked Senator
Knox of Pennsylvania, inquiring if it
were not in conflict With the principles
recently outlined by President Wilson
In a congressional message.
"The fundamental weakness with
the, present administration," replied
the New Mexico senator, "Is Its refusal
to take the people of the United States
into Its confidence relative to negotiations with foreign nations."
Farther than that he wanted the ad.
ministration's absolute, refusal to impart to congress facts asked by conthe legislative
gress has prevented
body from legislating intelligently in
a number of rases but compelled it to
"follow blindly the dictum coming
from the White House."
1

Washington, June 11. The Star of
Chile, another of (he Alaskan fleet
which got stuck in tho Ice In Bering
sea, has been towed to safety by the
government steamer Roosevelt, according to word received today ty
the bureau of fisheries.
Survivors of the Tacoma, which was GERMANY TO STATE
stink, have been taken off the Ice and
will bo landed at the salmon cannerWAR AIMS SHORTLY
ies on ttrlstol hay.
Apparently there has been no loss
tlT MOKNINA JOURNAL iMClAL LtAMO flll
of life.
London, June 11. A discussion Is
Fancy White Oats, per hundred taking place between the German
pounds, S3..m t.oou outs is uic cirewp-i- 8 trovcrnmont and the high army com.
grain on the market, and are be. niand regarding a deplaratlon of war
Inn fed to horses,' cows, rnblills, poul- aims which the German government
liove them prountl will make In the near future, accordtry and Iiob We
n
orders filled ing to a dispatch received by the Cenor whole.
same dajr as received. The ground tral Newg from Amsterdam, quoting
advices reaching Holland from Bcr- oats are 3.55 per hundred pounds.
r.
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Havana. June 11 (by the Associated
President Wilson In his adPress).
dress to the Mexican newspaper editors in Washington last Friday, expressed since friendship for Mexico.
His address, which was printed in the
morning newspapers here yesterday,
follows In part:
"I have never received a group of
men who were more welcome than
you because it has been one of my distresses during my presidency that the
Mexican people did not more thoroughly understand tho attitude of the
United States toward Mexico. I think
I can assure yon that that attitude is
one of sincere friendship.
"The policy of my administration
toward
Mexico was In every point
based upon the principal .that international settlement of the affairs of
Mexico was none of our business;
that we had no right to interfere with
or dictate to Mexico In nny particular
with regard to her own affairs. When
we sent troops into Mexico our sincere
desire was nothing else than to assist
you to get rid of a man who was making the settlement, of your affairs for
We had
the time being impossible.
no desire to use our troops for any
other purpose and I was in hopes that
by assisting in that way and thereupon
immediately withdrawing I might give
substantial truth of assurance that I
had given your government through
President Carranza.
KiM'iny influences at Work.
"At the present time it distresses
me to learn that certain' Influences,
which I assume to be German in their
origin, are trying to make a wrong
impression throughout Mexico as to
the purpose of the t'nlted States ar.d
to give en absolute untrue account
of things that happened.
"We are the champions of those
nations which have not had the military standing which would enable
them to compete with the strongest
nations In the world, and I look forward with pride to the time which
f hope will come when we can give
substantial evidence not only that we
do not want anything out of this war
but that wo would not accept any
is absolutely a
thing out of it; that itaction.
And if
case of disinterested
you will watch the attitude of our
people you will see that nothing stirs
them so deeply as the assurances that
this war so far as we are concerned Is
for Idealistic objects.
"Some time ago I proposed a sort
of
agreement. I had
perceived that one of the difficulties
of our past relationships with
was this the famous Monroe doctrine was adopted without
your consent and without tse consent
or
of any of the Central American
South American states. We said: 'We
are going to be your big brother
whether vou want us to be or not.'
Form Family of Nations.
"We did not ask whether it was
agreeable to vou that we should go-be
your big brother. We said we arc well
ing to be. Now that is all very
as far as protecting you from aggression from the other side of the water
was concerned, but there was nothing
in it that protected you from aggression from us and I have repeatedly
seen a feeling on the part of the representatives of states of Central and
South America that our
own
protection might be for our
benefit and our own Interests and not
for the interests of our neighbors. So
I have said: 'Ijet us havo a common
guarantee that all of us will sign a
independence
declaration of politic
and territorial integrity. Lew "8 agree
that if any of us, tho United States
included, violates the political indeintegrity of
pendence or territorial
any of us, any ot the others will jump
on her.'
"Now that Is the Wnd of agreement
that will have to be the foundation
of the future life, of the nations of the
Tho whole family
world, gentlemen.
of nations will liave to guarantee to
each nation that no nation shall violate its political independence or its
territorial integrity. That is the basts,
tho only conceivable basis, for the
fnturo peace of the world, toand I must
havo the
admit that I am anxious
states of tho two continents of America show the way to t"fi rcl,t .f V
world ns to how to niako a basis for
Latin-Ameri-

"Peace can only come by trust If
vou can once get a situation of trust
then you have got a situation of permanent
peace. Therefore, weryone
to his
of us owes it as a patriotic duty
of
own country to plant the seeds
Instead of tho
trust and confidence
Inof
seeds of suspicion and a variety
terest."-
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CRUSHES ALLIES
No

Further Advances Can Be
Hoped for by Germans
After America Once Throws
Force

Effective
BY
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Washington, Jnne 11. The real objective of tho whole German offensive
program still lies between Amiens
and Arrus, in the opinion of many
present atarmy observers here. The
front,
tack on the Montdidier-Noyo- n
it was said today, might be a further
effort to draw allied reserves to the
south in the hope of weakening the
line north of Amiens sufficiently for
another smash at this connecting link
between the French and British forces.
High American officers believe that
the policy consistently followed by
General Foch of holding his reserves
along the vital line which forms the
connection between the French and
British has greatly impeded the de.
velopmcnt of the full German plan.
There is little question here that it1 is
Intended to flatten out tho Montdidier-Noyo- n
line and at the same time constitute a threat, toward Paris that will
bring upon the supreme commander
a popular demand that he sacrifece

other considerations for the protection of the capital.
For this reason. It is believed now
that the Germans will not press either
attack on tho Marne or on the
front against such resistance as they are now meeting. It is not
believed success in thi quarter would
are
accomplish what the Germans
seeking in the whole gigantic operation they have undertaken, the destruction of the allied armies before
American aid arrives in sufficient

force.
Even a siege of Taris would not accomplish that purpose, it is felt, and it
would take months of time and an
enormous number of men to invest the
French capital. Unless the allied armies have been previously split apart,
they would still 1 able to maintain
a front behind which the Americans
could lie landed and grouped for a
counter-bloIt is felt that the German plan cannot contemplate any operation that would require such a
length of time.
It is argued here that every consideration demands speedy culmination
of tho German purposo
to crush
French and British power before the
full strength of the United States can
he brought to bear. It is, therefore,
thought to be not improbable that the
front of attack soon will be. shifted
back to the connecting link between
the French and British, where Ger
man penetration to the channel portu
wuuiu uiviuc me defending armies.
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MEN FOR GROUND
NEW ADVANG E

i

W.S.S
For Gold and Silver
Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For
A

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mis. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
tens of
changed its direction and
thousands of poison gas shells fired
more
damage to
by the Germans did
themselves than to tho allies.
Indications show that some of tho
enemy divisinns which started tho attack arc already being withdrawn
from the line, because of the severity
of their casualties, and arc being replaced by French units.
This new battle is entirely different
in ' its characteristic
features from
either the offensive of March or that
of May. The attack along the
line was no surprise for

tho allies and tho German forces, alstrong, havo not
though extremely
submerged the defenders as in tho
case of the two former efforts.
The armies are fighting it out foot
by foot and it cannot bo claimed up
to this writing that' tho enemy has.
gained nny definite advantage, despite
the fact of the indentation he has
made In the allied line. This was a
very natural result under the tremendous smash.

MEN AT CAMP CODY
WILL BE NATURALIZED

200

BY
ICIAL

the classified
Germans Make Slight and In- Tell it through
columns of The Journal. Resignificant Gains and Pay sults are quick" and certain.
JUDGE C. D. NEBLETT
Dearly Therefor in Terrible
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Santa Fe. June 11. Federal Judge
Colin Neblett left tonight for Camp
200
Cody, Doming, to naturalize some namen formerly in the Minnesota
tional guard. With Judge Neblett went
United States District Attorney Summers Burkhart, Deputy United States
Marshal William Kose and Deputy
Clerk A. L. Zinn.
Judge Neblett sentenced Len Moore
to six months in Jail for serving liquor
to soldiers in uniform in his restaurant; the price of the liquor being included with the meals. Oscar Stephens was brought up from Silver City
today on the charge of Belling liquor
te soldiers. Deputy United States
Marshall Hunter made the arrest.
The Ruidoso water case remained
on the federal docket without the injunction asked for by the water users
being granted as the defendant, the
El Paso and Southwestern Hallway
company, disclaimed preparations to
lay a Pipe line and divert the waters of
the Huldoso.
IU1RFMATIO AM) KIDNEY ITXS.
Are you trpubled with rheumatism,
kidney or bladder effectlons? Any such
symptoms as swollen muscles or joints,
backache, headache, dizziness, nervousness, played-ou- t
feeling, urinary irregularity, puffiness under the eyes?
You need Foley Kidney Pills. Mrs.
Frank P. Wood, R. F. D. 2, Morrill,
Maine, writes: "I found relief as soon
as I began taking Foley Kidney Pills.
My husband also received much benefit from them. He wait so lama he
could not stoop over; now te feels no
PAW-ga- ld
V4OTifiIfli
.

Loss of

Man-pow-

er,
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With the French Army in France,
June 11 (by the Associated Press).
The difficulties confronting the enemy
are very great in the nature of the
country he has now entered in his
new drive.
The terrain
comprises
snarp mils, deep valleys and thick
woods. Where his most pronounced
progress has been made In the center
of the battle field, the ground forms a
sort of hollow through which runs the
main road from Senlis to Roye and

the

e

Compelgne-Roy-

railroad.

The Germans apparently are trying
to increase the rapidity of their advance by entirely ignoring the losses
they sustain, the object being to acquire possession of as much territory
as possible before the allies are able
to stabilize the front. Kach division
seems to have received orders to go
ahead heedless of what thd others
are accomplishing.
While attempting to do this, the
Germans are coming under the fire of
the allied batteries and groups of machine guns, which possess the accurate
ranges of all points.
This fierce opposition offered by
the allied troops appears to have disconcerted the German high command,
which expected to be able to reduce
the allied salient around Noyon much
more easily.
The enemy guns were very busy
throughout yesterday and last night,
but were well countered by the allied
artillery.- iu addition..- - Jia .wind
-
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For the Interest of the Public

We are stating below where
you can purchase one of the
BEST SUBSTITUTES
BUTTER

FOR

at a very reasonable price.

Capsules come with each
pound. Color it to suit yourself. Shut your eyes and you
cannot tell it from fine fresh
butter. This product is made
of the
OILS OF SWEET NUTS,
churned in pasteurized milk.
Ask Your Grocers for It.
C. C. HEATH,
60S West Central.

G. E. RODDY,

1124 South Edith.

H. L. NICHOLS,
701 South

Fonrtli.

.watt
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NEWS

Association

'BELGIUM FACING

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS

PRESS TO PRINT

"H" Theater Repeating Charles
Ray as the star in "His Own Home
Town," a Paramount drama of five
reels; also the "Current Kvents" reel.
Crystal OlH'ra Hon' Dark.
Ideal Theater "America Is Ready,"
a great patriotic picture of five
ineresling reels, is being repeated today; also the two comedies.
Lyric Tlioutcr The two film stars,
Francis X. Bushman
and Heverly
Hayne, at the Lyric today In "With
Neatness and Dispatch," n five-realso a "Screen Telegram"
Metro;
reel.
"A
Pastime Theater Repeating
Man's Man," with J. Warren Kerrialso the
gan and a cast
laughable Keystone comedy of two
reels.
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lOUNNALl

TO MORMIH

Santa Fe, June 11. At the meeting
of the editorial association at
steps will be discussed to assist the Spanish press In New Mexico
in "printing more of the official wai
news and propaganda, although practically all of the foreign language
newspapers in the state already give
considerable space to it, The council
of national defense in addressing the.
state councils of defense in a circular
letter received today, treating altogether on the patriotic attitude toward
lorclgn language papers, says: "An
even more important function for the
state councils is to furnish transla
tions of government news and pub
lieity articles to each foreign language
newspaper In its own language. The
information
on public
committee
lanin foreign
serftls out articles
guages, tut no state has reported any
New
so
to
do
(the
organized effort
Mexico council of defense has Sena
tor Lucero of Raton in charge of a
Spanish edition of the War bulletin
and other Spanish printed propagan
da). The government documents are
issued in English in such great quanti
ties that even the American newspa
pers have difficulty In handling them.
Thev are absolutely useless to the av
erage foreign language newspaper. If
the vital message were extracted fromeach, translated and sent to the foreing language paper, it would In many
cases be cordially welcomed. Its habitual rejection might be evidence of disloyalty. Especially appropriate would
be articles emphasizing the Import
ance of learning the English language.
Printed in a foreign language newspa.
per, such articles would reach precisely the group of people they are
written for, and their message could
not be presented more forcefully than
in the very tongue they advocate the
abandonment of. A practical method
of approaching this problem is for the
state councils of defense to
(1) Call a conference of editors of
e
newspapers and discuss the whole subject with them. Find
out from their own lips what they can
do toward spreading patriotic sentiment, what space they offer, what assistance they need to fill it, and what
help state councils can give.
(2) Work out with the editors
themselves the best means of furnishing patriotic material in available
form, whether It must be translated
or whether clean, concise English copy
can be used. (3 For the benefit of

e,
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Despite America's Efforts to
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Provide
the Grim
of
Fumiiio
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Specter
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Through Stricken- Kingdom,
-
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Paul, Minn., June it. Foreign
delegates had iheir inning late today;
at the annual convention of the Amer-- j
ieun Federation of Labor. I'.elgium's
italton and'
sacrifices, plaus of
the. earnest appreciation of America's;
forward
by:
help were clearly put
Lb lit. 'Henry De Man of the Belgian'
of
Albert
Ileke
Prof.
Van
and
army
s
the Pniversiiy of l.ouvain, both
to the convention.
"Despite America's efforts to proSt.

AT THE l'ASTIMI'..
Lois Wilson, the leading woman for
J".
Warren Kerrigan in his Paralta
production of Peter 11. Kyne's romantic melodrama, "A Man's Man," is a
native of Rirmingham,.Ala,
Two years ago she won a beauty
contest and was selected from a very
large number of contestants to become the leading woman for a widely
known western film producing company. Since that time she hasjplayed
leads with important western produc
Mr.
She joined
ing corporations.
Kerrigan's company last June.
She plays the role of "Dolores
Ruey" in "A Man's Man,'' a young
Spanish beauty, the daughter of a
president of sobrante, who lost hU
Mfe in one of those periodical political revolutions to which that imaginary country is mibject.
Mr. Kerrigan
plays the part of
"John Stuart Webster," a mining engineer, who goes to Sobrante to develop a gold mine. He meets Dolores,
gets mixed up in a revolution In both
sympathy and money, finds himself
in the midst of a battle, and, as a result of being nearly killed, wins the
girl of his heart. which was
staged
"A Man's Man,"
ro- by (iscm- Apfel, who has been
f.ponsible for a large unmoor or noie
worthy screen production), win be

.
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Our Special June White Sale of Muslin Underwear Embroideries and All Kinds of

on ihe verge of:
Man said. "At.
of a
work
men idle because,
million Helgian
Gerdo
war
to
for
work
they refuse
many. I can safelv say that there is;
not a single pacifist in Helgiinn be-- !
cause most of our people, having lived
under German rule, know what lossj
of the war would mean.''
In reply. President Samuel Gonipers
assured the foreign representatives
This is Heverly lt:i.v:ie, who, with that the federation would stand beI'ranHs X. Iliehiniin, iipH'ai's at the. hind for Belgium as well as other alLyric :is tho star in "Willi
lied nations, and that the American
ami lHspuloli.'
government would not stop until German miliviiry fonts Were swept from
Belgium.
seen for the last time at the Pastime
Objection by socialists to the report
Iho American labor mission which
of
theater today.
Resides tile above the management distinguished socialists from labol
be earlier sesunionists,, enlivened
is also repealing the Keystone com
sion.
When
President
Gonipers
edv of two reels.
called for a rising vote on adoption of
the report, four members of the
tint serioiiHly impair the Mtuatinii.
workers' union remained in tlner
.The second defepsr line is along seats.
Is
lie
which
lie valley of
Adige,
probably llnlv's strongest position. Il
waa in this river that it was expected
the Italians would retreat, dining
the lialtie of last fall, bill thVy .surOFFICIAL STATEMENTS
ON
prised the world by atnpplug the
lluns on the Piave.
Hchind the Adige is still he liivi
Po, which is nearly as formidable as
as the Adige. To
E afalllinebackof defense
HIV E
thus far, however, would
fV MONNIN JOURNAL fcl"t CIAL LSKD WIRC1
compel the Italians to evacuate the
London, June II. Field Marshal
Ylhole of the plains of northern Italy. Haig's report from the British front
The second possible line of attack tonight says:
lies along the Italian border in the
"The number of prisoner.-- captured
mountains, with ils center resting on by us in u successful operation carried
72,000 Men Said to Be As- if,akc
A
front
this
drive
along
out
(iarda.
last night south of Morlancourt
me cut- is L'ilS, including
five officers.
Piave Line; f ould have as its oppocuve
on
sembled
e
of the
"There is nothing further of special
ting of the principal
from
railroad
interest to report."
German and Turkish Troops Italian armies the
Milan to Vicenza. The distribution of
the
front
to
and
munitions
in
Aid
uupplies
Offensive.
Sent to
depends on this road, with its subsidiaries.
1BV MORNINO JOURNAL IPKCIAL I f ALD WlRI)
Famous in History.
tmf MOftNINS JOUHNAL PKCi. LIID
IHf I
other states and the federal govern,
1'urlH, Juno 11. Several violent enwould
l:no
of
this
The
will
Where
the
June
capture
London,
ll.
ment, report the plan adopted and
Chevincourt were reserve the Kline purpose as an advance emy attacks on
Germans strike next?
how it works.
pulsed, but tile Germans gained a
Ever since the drive in Picardy along the Piave front, with the ex- footing
Whatever the ultimate policy of
in Maehemont and Hethan-cour- t,
was stopped there have been indica penditure ot smaller forces and less
the government may be toward
which
places are being bitterly
would
it
the
severe
losses
enemy
a
by
BK
newspapers, Its immed- tions that they were planning fur
,
disputed.
to
back
linns
Ita
tall
the
force
in
Auswith
terrific
offensive
iate policy is to recognize them as an
Italy
The text of the official .statement
Po.
of
River
the
line
the
German
and
armies
Turkish
trian.
institution
and
the
greatexisting
get
It was along this front that Napol- follows:
est possible good out of them. A great engaged.
"The bottle continued today from
Thus far this plan has not materi eon destroyed two Austrian armies in Moiitdidier
many periodicals are published in thoi
.
ise.
to the
in Italy.
i
languages of'our allies and renrcsent alized, but the evidences that the one of his early campaigns
rav laoaNiNO jouknal apaciAL Liaaao
left our troops, supported
the
"tin
is
therefore
Lake
Canla
a
The
to
region
are
launch
peoples whose traditional ideals havejGermans
preparing
London, June 11 (Hrilish Admiralty
tanks, counter attacked this afterblow on the Italian front are Considered a hoodoo by the Anstrlans. by
been based on encroachments of
noon uIohb u front of twelve kilo- per WlrciesK
Press.) The military
Against a drive on either of these
man, Austrian and Turkish autocracy increasing.
bmween ftubescourt and St. correspondent of the British wireless
Austria is reported to be massing two fronts we may assume with per- - meters
and militarism. The others not only
writes:
sirvice
Maure, and notwithstanding desperate press
represent a very large property inter-sectors,
"In the Montdidier-Noyoresistance on the part of the enemy
est that may not heedlessly be do.;
atlack is moving with so
readied the southern approaches be--of the enemy
im-is
more
much
what
succ'i
hut,
stroyed,
!
little
fk, In proportion to the
Le Fretoy. captured the heights
portant, they represent a channel ot
Coiiri elles and Mortemer and heavy sacrifices he Is malting, that so
tween
communication
with several million
The heavy line at the right is the present Italian front, carried our lines more than two far, the engagement may undoubtedly
inhabitants of this country who cannot!
be characterized as a considerable althe east of Mery.
the figure 1 is the Piave line and 2 the Trentino front, the kilometershaveto also
be reached through the English lan-- :
retaken lielloy and lied success. The French continue to
"We
and Germans are massing
two places where the
guage. To a patriotic article in a Herhold stubbornly on both flanks at
P.enliH wood and reached the southman newspaper the Wisconsin state
ern
of
Ville, taking over UOil prisoners.
Venice.
of St. Maure.
to
the
offensive
new
a
for
outskirts
capture
plains
council of defense attributes the hun'In the center, the advance of about
"The enemy, who sunereu neavy
dredfold increase of subscriptions to
three miles forced by the first enemy
losses, left, more than a thousand
the Third Liberty Loan from among
in our onslaught, was followed on the second
prisoners and several guns
certain German populated counties ot
day by a further advance of about two
hands.
e
that state. To cut off the
the Hermans, who miiis on a still narrower front. But
center'
"In
the
press from an immense and In
hnd succeeded in pushing forward to for these very limited and, so far, usesection of nur
large part
less gains, the enemy has had to pay
the south of Loge farm and Antheuil,
would
to
be
leave
them at the
people
two a price so heavy that he has at last
were driven back beyond these conmercy of rumor and deliberate false,
been compelled to draw upon Prince
in
poinls by our troops, acting
hood. It IS better to liave accurate
units.
Ituppreclit's till now Jailously withthe
adjoining
with
cert
news and reading matter circulated
the enemy increased held reserves. This Is a point of deep
on
the
right
them
under supervision than to
among
Matz significance.
his pressure, seeking to guln the
leave them at the mercy of hostile
launch"The enemy apparently anticipated
valley Several violent attacks
Nevada P. Longicar, William
as easy for him as that on
ed against Chevincourt were repulsed. a success and
he has been taught a seAisne
the
in
succeeded
gaining
"The enemy
foothold in Maehemont and Bethan-cou- vere lesson. Though he has a tema
Comiter-adinok- s
Kail.
porary numerical superiority on the
which were bitterly disputed.
Rerlin, June II (via London.)
The
river the- western front, yet that Is proving In"South of the Oureq
official report from headquarters tobrita
adequate to overcome the defenso of
iriuins this morning
night says: "In the battlefield southWelleau wood and tho allies. Some ground will inevitably
raptured
llantly
west of Noyon renewed French counter-abe gained by the enemy and the salitook 300 prisoners."
ttacks
failed with the heaviest
ent ot. Noyon is becoming so ncute as
losses for the enemy."
to necessitate a rectification of the
line, but if the enemy is made to pay
the same price an hitherto, such transfer of ground will within limits be to
.
tonaNlL aPfCIAL LKA9ID W1BI
The the ullid advantage.''
Berlin, June 11 (via London.)
i,- - ,.t T.rlsionera
taken by the
Cfhiinii iii the new offensive has in of Marquegliso and
Vignemont,
by more than 10,000, making
that the allies are fully creased
pressed forward in an uninterrupted
large bodies of troops along the I'iave feet safetyThe
prisoners taken jince ussault
as
us
allies have recognized the aggregate
far
Antheuill.
Uerinan
river front for a drive on the Vene- prepared.
the
May 27 about 75,000, naysIsHued today.
"In continuous fighting. General
tian plain. One estimate of the size for several months the possibility officiul
communication
of this army places it at 6 divisions, of a drive in Italy, and have sent The communication
adds that the Hoffman's corps pcnetrateil the cue
to
of
numbers
my's
position and entanglements on
or 720,000.
large
Germans have repulsed, with heavy
They will not repeat tne losses, uttacks northwest of Chateau tho heights south of Thiescourt. On
Prom
Switzerland
come reports that front.
tho slopes running south to the Olse
mist.iKe of last year, when the cry
in which
region American we
that Austrian troops are being moved for
Get In the habit of drinking a
pressed forward as fur as Ribe
help from Italy was heeded al- Thierry,
and French troops are op- court.
toward the front nlong the Alps,
marines
too
late.
Blast of hot water before
to them.
which forms the northern part of the most
posed
dewhich
"The
number of, prisoners has In
The
(ierman propaganda
line. At St. Klve pass; where the
'.
The text tif the statement reads:
breakfast
the .morale of the Italian
been creased by more than 10,000, thun
lias
which
Austrian, Italian and Swiss borders stroyed last
activity,
"Fighting
raising- the number of prisoners cap
year has been largely
meet, the Teuton garrison has been army
throughout the day, revived
by the army group of the tier
through the work of the moderate
sides of the Homme. Af- tnred
while huge masses of overcome
both
on
strengthened,
only
man crown prince since May 27, to
Italian
The
British.
French
army ter the
and
We're not here Ions, bo let's make
have been observed on the
firing had ingreatly increased,
vu.uuo.
and
Ihe
arioui
outnumbers
our gtay agreeable. Let us live well, troops
Anstrlans,
vaHtly
march southward from Dozen and even with-a- he. fierman and Turkish the enemy attacked
the evening be-A
"On the front from tho Olse to
at well, digest well, work well, sleep Trent.
the A acre and the Somme. on
Rhelms the situation Is unchanged.
in the lino, it is not lil'ely tween 'break-throuwell, and look well. What a glorious
troops
the
enemy
Turks
Sent to Front.
local
by
overcome
Renewed
the
have
attacks launched by the enethe Teutons
condition to attain, and yet, how very
Corbie- - Hrayer roud wan brought, to my
fierman Uhlans and Turkish cav- thut
northwest of Chateau Thierry
easy it is If one will only adopt the
On
preponderance of numbers.likewise is the
standstill by a counter-attaca
to
have
been
the
sent
broke
down
alry
front,
with heavy losses."
The..
Italian
artillery
inside
bath.
morning
of the front the attack broke
Folks who are accustomed to feel which seems to indicate plans for o superior in caliber and quantity to the restwith
losses.
down
sanguinary
n
drive.
Ausiro-uermaAn
dull and heavy when they arise, split- sweeping
the Austrian,
Italian aviators flying over the drive on this front, therefore, is not
"During the two storming days, tho
ting headaohe, stuffy from a rold, foul Austrian
lines
unwonted
activTeutons any attack by the army of General von
for
report
to
the.
gain
tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach,
likely
Alkali in Soap
unu
can, Instead, feel as fresh as a daisy ity behind the front in preparation more than did their advances on the Mutkr led to the intended results
of the hill diswestern front, .which brought princi
put us in the possession
by opening the sluices of the system for the coming conflict.
Bad for the Hair
The concentration of troops In the pally
trict southwest of Noyon. The thrust
each morning and flushing out the
inordinately large casualty was
directed usainst the strongest powhole of the Internal poisonous stag- Trentino and along the Piave offers liSib.
was
sition of the enemy, who
deeply
the possibility of a big double drive
nant matter.
echeloned in preparation for the
Everyone, whether ailing, ick or against the Italians.
Soap should be used very carefully,
OF
DEALERS
LUMBER
diof
the
French
In
The
could
first
this,
take
the
spite
If you want to keep your hair looking
place along
well, should, each morning, before
imnot
could
the
withstand
from
visions
Piave
norththe
river
Adriatic
Its
best. Most soaps and prepared
breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
NEW MEXICO TO MEET
petuous shock of our troops.
water with a teaspoonful of limestone west to Rovereto and Lake Garda.
contain too much alkali.
"Divisions of the French army re. shampoos
proved the obstacle the
This
dries the scalp, makes the hair
phosphate in it tb wash from the This line could
AT
SANTA
TODAY
FE
not overcome in their
serves, who were brought up for cen- brittle, and ruins
it.
stomach, liver and bowels the previ- Austrians
also were re
tralized counter-attackThe best thing for steady use Is Just
ous day's Indigestible waste, sour bile great advance last fall.
in
monmnh
to
bitter
laptciAL
coamiapoNDCNes
journal?
fighting.
yesterday
pulsed
Behind
the line of the Piave, which
and poisonous toxins. The action of
mulsifled
cocoanut ' oil
Santa Fe, June IL Tomorrow. a
"On the right wing of the attack tho ordinary
(which is pure and jrreaseless), and
hot water and limestone phosphate on leads the way to the plains of north- conventioti
Generul
von
Ootinger is better than the most expensive soap
the lumber dealers of troops under lines
an empty stomach Is wonderfully in- ern Italy, the Italians have several New Mexicoof will
which had been or anything else
take place at the maintained the
you can use.
vigorating. It cleans out all the sour strong defensive positions, some of new museum to dtscusn
trie
from
of
south
est
enemy
the
One or two teaspoonfuls will cleanse
waste
fermentations,
and which are now defended by French methods find concerted action In captured against violent counter-attackgases,
the
as
hair
BritiRh
well
as a small
and scalp triorougfhly. Simtroops,
'
acidity and gives one a Bplendld and
meeting with the requirements of the
detachment of Americans.
ply moisten the hair with water and
appetite for breakfast
"The troops of General von Ebern rub It In. Jt makeg in
government In these war times. Secabundance of
are
The millions of people who. are
which
three rivers
There
form
R. D. Mundell of the .Roqky are fighting in the neighborhood of ncti, creamy lather, which
rinses out
bothered with constipation, bilious natural barriers to a Teuton advance. retary
Mountain Association of Lumber Dohl-er- s Gurcelles and Mery. On both sides of easily,
removing every particle of dust,
spells, stomach trouble; others who The first is the Brenta, from 20 to SO
will be In attendance. Delegates the highroad between Roye and
dandruff
dirt,
and excessive oil. The
have sallow skins, blood disorders and miles from the riave. With no great are expected from all the
St. Denis they captured the ridge hair dries quickly and
towns
evenly, and It
sickly complexions are urged to get a military sacrifice the Italians could of the state. The lumber larger
dealers were east of M'ry. broke through the fourth leaves the scalp
soft,, and the hair fins
of
fall
back
line
to
this
if
limestone
quarter pound
they were among the first to give systematically
phosphate
and
him
back
threw
enemy
position
and
silky. Bright, lustrous, fluffy nd
from the 'drug store. This will cost driven from the J'iave. It would, howe- to Red Cross and
relief by on the Arnde, river.'
easy to manage.
.very little." but is sufficient tn make ver,-' involve the--- fall of Venice. donating outright , 5 Belgian
ail
of the stubborn enemy de.
of
"In
cent
ppr
can-- get mulsifled cocoanut 611
spite
You
anyone a pronounced crank on- the svKich would "prove" a grat 'blow to their sales on the nth of each month fense," the troops of General von
g
pharmacy, it's very cheap, ana
before break- - the civilization of the world, although and ' that beiore the organized Red Schoeler fought they way across the aat any ounces
subject of
will supply every memfrom a military viewpoint it would Cross and othei drives were initiated. Matz, aud, after stunning' the tiuiuuts berfw
,.
s,
ot m family tor moatha,
vide food, pelgiiin)

Is
starvation," Lii lit. He
present there are 'nr.
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And the Special Opening Sale of Our

Ladies' and Children's New
Shoe Department

I

gaf-nie-

AU5TRIANS MASS

10,000 Pairs Shoes on Sale Will Be Sold

I
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GREAT SACRIFICE
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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SEVERE LESSON
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ne-hi-
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A. J. Fischer, chairman of the market committee, outlined the plan in
every detail at the meeting of the
ITS PUBLIC MARKET
county council of defense yesterday
SAME AS LAST YEAR iil'tornoon.

SANTA FE TO HAVE

to uonnins journal,
Santa l'e, June II. Santa Fe will
again have its public market in the
plaza the same us last year. There
are to be two market days each week
and this year not or,;y Juvenile war
gardeners will lie permitted to dis
play and sell their products but adults
as well. Prices m e to be regulated by
the current prices ia the stores. Mrs.
fapiciAi. ccmncapoNocNci

t'oriMiratlon Ille Papers.
Santa Fe, Juno 11. Another mll
lion dollar corporation filed incorporation paper today. It Is tho second
In a week to do so and is the
Co. of Delaware, capitalized at $1,000,000, Santa Fo is
as headijuarters
designated
and

Wlson as statutory agent.
Journal Want Ana Tinn remlta
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Start Tomorrow
and Keep It Up
Every Morning
'

Good Weights
Scales Approved by City
Inspector of Weights and
Measures, on all Our Wagons
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, June 12, 1918.
Admiral Benson
SCORES OP FIRES
CAUSEY WEAKENS
Leads America's

FOUR
STANDING

1ITE SHAKE
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OF THE TEAMS

national lka;ik
L.
W.

Pet.

"1

1'.

.705

2St
2o

1.1
21
2:1

.GT9

.5:'.
"
.4:12

IK

2ii
21
21

1

2

.

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Boston
Bronklvn
Philadelphia
Sr, I.ouis

WITH BUNCH HITS

20
20
1

AMI.ltlCW

l.i:;I'I
V.

Poslon
New Yurk

Chicago Celebrates Flag Raising Day Willi Victory Over
Boston Aggregation; Faber,
in Excellent Condition.
IBY

Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington
Philadelphia
Detroh

WHERE THEY

Wlttf

MORNINa JDURHhL SPCOtAl tIABCD

Chicago, June 11. Chicago celebrated flag raising day by defeating
Boston. The locals bunched hits off
.Jones and won easily. Kaber, who
in the navy and expects to report Triday, was on the mound for
Chicago and pitched In fine form. He
was given sensational support in the
pinches, catches hy Murphy and Felsh
being features.
Manager Kowland announced after
Hie game, the signing of two catchers.
from Chicago, and
North, u semi-pr- o
Jacobs, of the .lollet chili and for
mer Three Kye leaguer.
A new service flag, bearing 13 starsl
also was raised.
i
Hoston.
A.
AH. It. II. P
0
.3
Hooper, if
0
.3
Shean, 20
(I
,.3
Strunk, cf
0
.
Ruth, If
0
.

.

.

.

.

.

lb

Mel mils,

tfCOtt,

p

.Jones,

.

2!

11

2?

'"

I

Pet.
.(100

.i''.

.'no

TODAY

PLAY

(V MORNIN4 JOUBNAl tPICIAL ICASfD WIRffl
New York, June 11. Chicago won

Its ninth straight game. It was a seesaw game
won by Chicago in the
ninth after New York had taken the
lend in the preceding inning. Causey.
after holding Chicago to one hit in
five Innings, weakened in the ninth,
when the Cubs scored three runs on
singles by Mann and Killifer and
doubles by Merkle and Deal. Score.
CTirrngo.
A li. R. H. PO. A. K.

Flack, rf
llollocher, si
Mann, If
Merkle, lb
ninth
until
the
out
shut
York
New
nai
Paskert, cf
when a pass and five tills tied wie Heal, 3b
score. Hipp was put out of the game Zeider, 2b
l,v empire Nallin in the ninth for pro
Killifer, c
decision. Score:
testing
Hendrix, p
'eiv York.
Ali. K. H. PO. A. V.

Philadelphia at Detroit.

Trr.esdale
7
32
Totals
Batted for MoCabe In litli.
Chicago
..

H.

11.
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0
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0

1

0
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3
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7
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.3

.23
York.

ii

Ciilhooley, rf . . .
pi ckinpuugh, ss

A

Young,
Kauff, cf
Burns, If
Zimmerman, 3
Kletcher, ss
Holke, lb
MeCarty, r ...
Rodriguez, 2b
rf-2- b

.

2
2
2
14

2
2

1

0
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1
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0
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0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
2
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1
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1
4
0
4

,4

.3
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1

( levclnml 4: New York 3.
Cleveland. June 1. Cleveland defeated New York in twelve innings.
in the twelfth for
Chapman led off huso
on balls, dashCleveland with a
ing to third on Speaker's
w'ho
Wambsgansu bunted to Caldwell,
Hugh'
fumbled, Chapman scoring.
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W 6 BENSON

Admiral AVilliam R. Benson, chief
of naval operations of the United
Slates navy, is the man who is directing the fight of America's navy and air
forces against the German submarines
operating off the Atlantic coast.
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HOT SPRINGS
For Rheumatism, Stomach Trou-
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ions, Arterial Hardening, locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
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sOur New Spring Styles Were Designed With
Just This Purpose in Mind.
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New clothes this spring are not a hit unpatriotic. That is, if you select with an eye to

fires in the na.ional fonsts of this
district, 1.10 of them engaged in an
effort to save the town of Essex, in
the Flathead forest, on the Great Northern railroad. One hundred others
are fighting a fire near Helton, at the
west end of Glacier national park.
iwo hundred and fifty men still are
fighting the fire on Marble creek, near
the St. Joe forest in northern Idaho,
where thousands of acres of valuable
pi'ivately owned timber land are being
burned over. This blaze was declared
to be the worst in the district.
In the St. Joe district a pack train
nt fourteen mules was caught in a
fire and burned. The driver escaped.
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Chicago
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Fchalk. Stolen base lidoiu; r. v'-linand Weaver. Sacrifice, hits Shean.
Sacrifice fly Strunk. Bae on balls
Jones 6, Faber 1. Inningsout pitched
Faber
lones 7, McCabe 1. Struck
2. Wild piteh Jones and Kaber.
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. A
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0
II
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jured. He was cut aboui the head.
x
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New
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nite action was' taken preventing
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t
ho.
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tor K, L. Harris was trampled under
Turner, 3b
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of opinion that the American people passengers who sought safety in fligt.
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002 000 00- 3.
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c
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New Yerk
8
to the
Wambsganss, 2 b
e
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Players "Jump" to Govt.
Summary:
holi0
Both, rf
bases Burns, usual celebration of the national
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Deal.
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Chicago, June 11. Pitcher "Lefty
1
Wood. If
day.
hits
Sacrifice
Williams
Paskert.
and Kyrd Lynn, a catcher
Zimmerman,
13
Miller, lb
Chief of P nice c.a'.usha and other with the Chicago Americans,
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both
1
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prevent
local
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fireworks
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today to enlist in a
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the
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following
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"Unsolved, that whenever the In
visiting pitcher
Double
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allowed
only one hit spector recovers explosives, the legitiand
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Hipp;
(unassisted); Hagby, In the last eight Innings.
Pipp
mate owner of which cannot be found,
Chapman and Miller. Hases on
The winning run resulted from sin- he is hereby authorized by this comOff Caldwell 6, off Hagby 3. Struck
and McKechnie, mittee lo sell same to a legitimate
gles by Mollwitz
out Hy Caldwell 3.
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sacrifice, an Intentional dealer in explosives; that a record of
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natural that when I endeavored to
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and
Davenport but owing Smith had walked
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my mind
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Shaw had one bad inning the third
should dwell upon the results I've .Hist
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PO- A. K.
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described.
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American
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Every
today is
throw by Uivan and two misjudged
endeavoring to assist his country, and.'
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in the spirit of an humble patriot
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have suggested athletic training as a
Cutshaw, 2b . .
netted the locals three runs.
nitns of preparedness.
It. If. E. Hinchman, rf .
Score:
Happily for America, world democWashington .. 001 100 0002 7 21 Blgbee,If rf
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Archer,
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shot
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Austrian,
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athleticism taken such hold as on tho
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than
rather
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tain of the home guards in that dis- Istic. it proves conclusivelymethod
by
trict. He is trying to secure the ar- should be adopted as the can reach
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At Wichita 6; Pes Moines
ASSOCIATION It would be another step forward,
Washington,
SOUTHERN
it would show the world, especially
troops northwest of Chateau Thierry
position
how men may reach the
this "morning advanced their 250
Germany,
prisof physical efficiency
in Belleau wood, capturing
point
highest
fl.
war
material,
At Nashville 8;' Atlanta
oners and considerable
ASSOCIATION
without beln prompted tiy such moAMERICAN
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machine
of
Hock
guns
At
Mobile 6; Little
including a number
tives that will eventually lead to a
At Birmingham 8; Chattanooga 1.
and trench mortars, General Perrepetition of the present deplornblo
shing reported tonight in his dally
slate of chaos.
At Indianapolis 4; Milwaukee) 2.
WIim
Again.
Cadilock
it is safe to sav thnt
communique.
1
At Columbus 4; Minneapolis
maEarl In Nevertheless
It is in this section that the numWaterloo, la.. June 11.
the minds of a great number of
At IxJuisvUle 2: St. Paul 6.
secured
a
for
been
Is
fighting
rines have
Caddock, worlds champion,
people In America today athleticism
At Toledo (.; Kansas City 5.
ber of days and It was assumed here two straight falls here tonight over looked
upon with disfavor as a waste
that they were the troops referred to. John Olln. The first fall was awardr imo nu the part of the youth Ined In 3(i
mhfutes and. the second
The statement follows:
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dulging therein.
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"Northwest of Chateau Thierry we In HI minutes.
Mrs. Effle E. Kleppe, Averlll. Minn.,
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never
should
writes: "I was at a sanitarium three were again successful
America
again be
met.
in the Belleau wood.
weeks at .one time, two weeks another our positions 250
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whom
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of
prisoners,
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captured
war. She must nrensro to snp--otime, for rheumatism and kidney
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maof
number
a
home I began using Foley Kidney Pills material, Including
to take as a world power. It Is un
mortars.
trench
and
and found immediate relief; a half chine guns
deniably necessary that our youth give
"In the Woevre our battei"s
bottle completed the cure." This is
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effective
ecuted
wonderful
these
tiat
further proof
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fire."
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States may achieve its destiny.
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On War

ssoilla,, Mont., June 11.
of firts, some covering large
areas and blazing unchecked, others;
small and yet within control, burning
in dry forests of western Montana and
thoj
northern Idaho, ihe situation in No.
embraced within district
territory
ihe
1
of the forest service is
most acute that it lias ever been at
officials
ihis time of the year, forestry
declared today. Indications point to
a fire seuson worse than that of 1917,;
they said, since It is starting fully a
Al

w
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Wins Ninth Straight
Game; Result Was See-saAffair Until Ninth When New
York Drops Three Runs,

r''4 Chicago

lb.,

1

Leibold. If
Murphy, if
K. Collins. 2b
Kelsch, cf
Weaver, ss
liandil, Hi
Kisberg, 31
Hehalk, c
Faber, p

''

22
2 '

!S

I

Dressing
Well

SITUATION ACUTE

GAME FROM N. Y.

.',19

Boston ut Chicago.
Washington at .St. Louis.
New York at Cleveland.

Heck,
Hodle, If
Mai sans,

.

c

yx
21

.til

American lfjvgi'f..

Ward, 2b
Pipp, lb

.
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RAGE

AND CUBS TAKE

NATIONAL I.F.AGVE.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Chicago at New York.
f:t
I.ouis at Philadelphia.

I'la.t,

SH

Agnew, c
McCabe, p

20

U-Bo-

.

linker. 2b

0
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Thomas,
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youth of the nation receive systematic
athletic training between the ages of
14 and 21, when this training is of the
greatest value. More than i0 per
cent, then, of the nation's youth have
to depend upon themselves as individuals in the matter of obtaining physiThis overwhelming
cal development.
majority of America's youth receive
and
no
encouragement,
absolutely
what is more to the point not the
slightest aid, from the United States
government or from th- status them
selves toward systematic uthletic
training. Whatever they get is ob-of
tained at their own expense or that
their parents or guardians.
In fact, we may say that physical
training along the lines most accept- is
able, and therefore most beneficial,
obtained in spite of the wishes of
parents and guardians. How many or
us cannot look back upon occasions
when we were chastised for taking
part in some athletic game considered
a waste of time by our elders?
The only obstacle to overcome is
that of lack of athletics for the masses. The classes now have them, 'ihe
masses need them. There is only one
way they can be supplied to the masses. That Is in the way education is
supplied to children who may be unable to gain it through their parents
or guardians. Make athletics the national program for development of the
race. Make it as impossible for the
youth to grow up without athletic
training as it is for 14the average child
without attendto attain the age of
ing school.
Government control and direction ot
systematic athletic training for all the
youth of the country is the substance
of my plan. The American enthusiasm for sport is undenled and a com
pulsory utilization of such sentiment
will result in the development of 100
per cent of the voutn o. the country
instead of the present 10 per cent. In
the operation of the project, athletic
instructors, sports field and gymnasium would be supplied to each precinct, and each hoy would be given an
opportunity to take part in such
physical achievements as would best
suit his development.
(To le continued in tomorrow's
-

Journal.)

SAYS IT ACTEII LIKE A CHARM.
Coughs, colds, sore throat or bronchial troubles which persist at this
time of the year usually are of an obstinate character. That is all the mora
reason why a- truly reliable remedy
like Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
should be used. Mrs. Margaret Smale,
Bishop, Calif., writes: "Foley's Honey
and Tar is a grand remedy; moe than
is claimed for it. I was suffering from
a cold last week and used the medl.
'ine and it acted like a charm."" Contains no opiates. Sold 'everywhere.
-
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Engineers Founders Maolilnlwta
AluCastings in Iron, Brass, Bronze,
minum. Electric Motors, Oil Engines,
Pumps and Irrigation. A IbiKJ
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Works anil Office

Wallace Hesscldcn
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General Contractor
We are in a position to give
more valuo for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM ID
this vicinity.
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
rilONE

877

DUKE CITY
rs

I'hone

220 West Gold.

tit.

Sealed bids will be received on and
before June 28, 1918, at the office of
COMPANY
the County Clerk of Bernalillo Coun- THE WM. FARft
ty, New Mexico, at 'Albuquerque, N. Wholesale
RetJill
Dealer. In
and
M., for furnishing and driving sixteen
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
piles and fourteen
Sausage a Specialty
piles forming 'an extension of the
Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Jetty or breakwater at the west bank For Market
Prices Are l'uld
of the Rio Orande above the west end
of the Barelas bridge, In Los Ranchos
de Atrlsco.
Said work to be done under the
supervision of the County Surveyor
and In accordance with specifications Palnta, Oils, Glass, Malthold Roofing
and Building l'apcr.
on file in the office of the County
Clerk. Copies of said specifications
LUMBER
are to be obtained from the County J. C. BALDRIDGE
Surveyor.
COMPANY
Bidders must Inclose check payable
to the County-oBernalillo for 10 per
cent of the amount of bids.
Journal Want An bring results.
Bids will be opened and contract let
to lowest and best bidder at 'the meeting of the County Commissioners of
Bernalillo County to be held at 2 p.
in., Friday. 'June 28, 1918, at the
Court House of Bernalillo county.
The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
bidder will bo reThe successful
quired to furnish a satisfactory bond,
the
double
according to law. In contractor
Will
amount of his bid, and
not be permitted to begin work without equipment adequate to the satis
of the work.
factory completion ORUNSFELD.
ALFRED
of County ComBoard
Fourth SU and Copper At6. 4
Chairman,
missioners.
NESTOR MONTOYA, County Clerk.
ot
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EVERYWHERE

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
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WILSON TO EXERT
RENEWED EFFORTS
President Telegraphs St. Paul
Convention That War Can
Be Lost in U, S: as Well as
on Fields of France,
(BY

MORNlNO JOURNAL
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WIRIl

President
Washington, June it.
n
Wilson today telegraphed to the
Labor
and the
of
Federation
American A ilia nee for Labor and Democracy in convention at St. Paul,
Minn., urging renewed efforts of labor
In support of the war program.
"The war can be lost In America as
well as on the fields of France, and
and unjustified interruptions of the essential labor of the
country may mako it impossible to
win it," said the president's telegram
to Robert Maisel of the American
Alliance for Labor and Democracy.
No controversy between capital and
labor should be permitted to interfere
with the prosecution of the war, the
president said, until every instrumenhas
tality set up by the government
been employed to settle it.
To Mr. Gompers the president
"Please convey to the thirty-eight- h
annual convention of the American
Federation of Labor my congratulations upon the patriotic support which
the members of your organization
have given to the program of the
nation in the past year, not only In
Hie trenches and on the battle field
where so many of our younger men
are now In uniform, but equally In
the factories and the shipyards and
workshops of the country, where the
army is supported and supplied by the
loyal industry
men.

fit MORN1NQ JOURNAL Firl LtARCO WIHIl
Santa Fe, June 11 Involving broad
ssues as to the freedom of the press
the question of whether or not K.
Dana Johnson, editor of the Santa Fe
Xew Mexico, was lawfully sentenced
to thirty days in jail for contempt by
District Judge M. C. Mechem in Valencia county last year was placed in
the hands of the supreme court for
decision today after lengthy argu- ments by counsel for the state and the
defense.
The defendant contends that the
court's action in striking out all defenses offered and convicting the editor was violative of state and federal
guarantees of freedom of the press:
that the article complained of was
a proper retort to aspersions alleged
to have been cast by Judge Mechem
on tho veracity of persons connected
with the paper; that it was criticism
of Mechem as a private Individual;
that it related to no pending cause
and that Mechem's holding would enable anyone to silence a newspaper in
a political campaign by merely filing
a suit asunst it based on that campaign.
The state holds that the editor d. l
mi
in wuii,
ucj
.
. VP. tun
rreeuom.. oc wie press gimiiiiiir-- t ., An
not prevent f judge's using his contempt r.Oi.rrs to punish publication.
caloulaled to Interfere with the ad-- 1
ministrat'on of justice, and holds that
the publ cat'on did refer to a pending cause.
District Judge Tteed Ublloman sat
In the place of Justice Roberts on the.
suurenie court to hear the rase, me
defense was represented by Herbert
D Mason of Tulsa, Okla. K. T. Wright
and Francis C. Wilson of Santa Fe
and Attorney General Patton and Assistant Attorney General Hatch appeared for the state.
ur-.- i
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Workman Hears His Share.
FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
"We are facing the hardships of the
4)
TO POPULiAK
The
the
months
of
crucial
struggle.
ascan
them
face
confidently,
nation
sured now that the intrigues of tn
enemy can never divide our unity by
means of those industrial quarrels and
class dissensions which he has tried
Jn these
to foment.
tRV WORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASCO WIRt
go diligently
days of trial and self sacrifice, the
Washington, June 11. The army
130
American workingman is bearing his casualty list today contained
share of tho national burden nobly. names, divided as follows:
In the new world of peace and freeKilled in action, 26; died of wounds,
dom which America Is fighting to es3; died of accident and other causes,
as
honored
be
tablish, his place will
3; died of disease, 7; wounded severeLOS ANGELES
esand his service ' as gratefully
ly, 48; wounded, degree undetermin'
FIFTH ST. Nr MAIN
,
teemed."
ed, tt.
to Mr.
The president's telegram
Officers named were: Died of disMaisel reads:
ease, IJeut. F.dward Hines, Jr., ChiABSOLUTELY
RATES $I?r00$30
v
"The American Alllancfe for Labor cago.
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PER
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hope
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give
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ities. Called Into being to combat f.alivants Ferry, S. C;
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William
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young and vigorous American army,
ECKMAN'S ALTERATIVE
Impatient for action will have been
This tnnlo nnd
supformed. Kxpcriem e shows that, an ofplies the aclcnowlndKeil beneftta of
treatment without Slaturbtns: the
fensive Is bound to play itself out in
atomach. f'ontalna no Alcohol, NaT
not more than three, and a half
cotlc or
Drug.
months."
I tin, bow 80c.
$2 lilt, law $1.50.
includea war tax. All rlrueglata,
.Price
1
one-side-

limiilc.
Enjoy a few weeks nt Long
Keach, the Southland's most
beautiful resort by the sea, The
ccnler of summer social activities. Tennis, golf, bathing, motoring, yachting, dancing. Ash
ing nnd horseback riding are
among the countless diversions.
Five automobile boulevards di
rect to Los Angeles.
The Virginia is conducted on
the American plnn. Absolutely
lire proof. An atmosphere of
quiet refinement ever prevails
s
beach reat thlR
sort. Write for descriptive folder.
(i. M. Itl HIIWK, Manager.
world-famou-

,

1
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DIVISIONS INSIDE
DF THREE MONTHS

.
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was attacked und

parently sunk

-

ur. ur

'

tar MoaNixa jouknal eeaciai. Leaean wmai
An Atlantic Fort, June 11. A (ler-ma- n

5ouficrf! Californk

T

t

journal eetciAi. Laaaao wmaV'
Paris. June 11 (llavas Agency.)
In summing uo its comment today on
tho military situation, the Kcho de
Paris says:
"The enemy is attempting to attain
a decisive success at all costs, expecting to end the war. Before the end of
the month all the German forces will
have been brought Into action. In this
supreme moment It would not be a
surprise if he would shortly attempt a
naval nction with full naval forces,
combined with a new effort on the
Rritlsh front.
"The desperate onslaught, however,
will not prevent the arrival of Americans every day In great force and en.
thusiaslic for the fray. Together with
young America we will resist the con,
'
queror."
The military critic of te Journal
bases his hopes of allied success on the
wearing out of the enemy's effectives.
He declares that before the oX,fenHive
of May 27 was begun the (aertiiups. ,n
two months had used more than 2QP
divisions and had to use fifty.throe
more in the late May offensive, while
that of June 9 exposed fifteen additional divisions to the allied fire.
some 33(t dlvUiuiui have
tav monninc

tta

.aeaaaL csaneeeoNoeNca to mornino jouaNAkl
Artesia, N M., June 11. If. V,. Tin-ne- y
of Denver, one of the field secretaries of the Ued Cross, was in Arte-

sia yesterday for a conference with
the officers of the local chapter and
made a public address to the citizens
ut tlitt liaptlst church in the evening.
He appeared in full uniform of a lied
Cross lieutenant and spoke rapidly for
more than an hour, explaining the
wui i ui tile iteu rtiHN in general uiill
many lllll'iciuillg Hitli'llglllM.
pivuiK
While he made no pretense to oratory,
his duties being to organize, adjust and
boost, no other address given in Artesia Bincc the war began was m replete
with inside facts und the Information
tho people desire, us his. It would be
fortunute if every citizen In this division could hear this address.

You'll

Never

Bake Another Cake

after you've tried these. That'i w
one of our customers told her friend.
And ehe knew what she was talking
about, for at first she was decidedly
regarding any baking done
"I huve been busy saving up money skeptical
outside the home. Hut why
for an operation for gall stones which our baking? Try some pies praise
and
my physician
advised In my case. cakes nnd you'll do the praising.
Since taking one bottle of Mayr's
RetiKKly it looks as though 1
can safely use this money to buy liberty Bonds. I suffered for years with
colic attacks and bloating."
Tt Is a
simple, Jiarmlcss preparation that removes tlio catarrhal mucus from the
Intestinal tract and allay tho Inflam-

Albuquerque Lady Buys Liberty
Bonds With Operation. Money

Won-rVerf-

mation which causes practically all
stomach, liver and intestinal ailments,
including appendicitis. One dose will
convince or nfoney refunded. For sale
by Origgji'; I'lmrmucy and. Butt Broa.,

UHIMtl.

.l.l

.

Pioneer Bakery
-

S. N. BALLING, Prop.
Ml South Flnt Street..

.
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Mexlce lisued every day In the year.
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Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month. .70o
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Yearly,
7.6
NOTICE) TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscriber, to the Journal when writing
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The camjiaiKn inaugurated by the
city police to rigidly enforce the traffic ordinance lias aroused protests
in certain quarters, particularly from
some of those who have licen arrested'
and fined, and Home victims have even
gone so far as to threaten to try to
have the ordinance repealed.
The trouhle is that the traffic ordinance has been notoriously
violated
fur months, and now that the police
have derided to lighten up the serews
and pinch some of those who uru
guilty of breaking the mien the im
pression seerna to prevail that the people's liberties are being curtailed. We
use the word "some" for the reason
that with the limited number of policemen we have,' it is impossible to
catch each and every offender, io ii
naturally follows that if some escaj.e
apprehension it is not due to any Welt
of vigilance on the part of the
b'.ue-loal-

s.

With the automobile coming into
such general use it would be childish io assert that we do not require
. rules to govern its movement through
city streets und on public highways
outside of the city limits. If It were
not for tho existence
of prescribed
regulations such as are in existence in
Albuquerque and other cities throughout the country our streets would be
unsafe, not only fur autoists themselves but for wagons and pedestrian
us well.
All autoists, wo will admit, do not
require rules and regulations to gov-- .;
crn them, hut there are persona driving curs who should not be entrusted
at large with any machine more dangerous or intricate than a wheelbar-tow- .
They have absolutely no regard
for the rights of others. Furthermore they "haven't judgment enough
to look out for their, own atifety. It
is the reckless and indifferent ones
that make traffic ordinances necesmust
sary, and the careful drivers
abide by the rules Just the same as
others, even though the rules do seein
unnecessary and prove to be irksome
We believe autoists as a rule are
not opposed to traffic ordinances and
the proper enforcement thereof, as
motoring is certainly made more safe
when engaged in under certain re
strictions than it is if every driven is
allowed to use his own judgment, and
safety, wc believe, is what the majority of care drivers strive for.

for Kussia "to build up a policy of revenge against Germany," and "the
possibility of a new hemming in of
Jerniany has been removed once and
for all."
Having thus disposed of Russia,
Heir Kohrbach is now arguing that
the great danger is the possibility
that Kngland will propose to Germany a peace at the expense of TurHe maintains that Kngland is
key.
already reckoning with the possibility of "having to disappear from the
continent."
That would release a
large amount of tonnage, and it mighi
be suggested to the Germans that, as
it would take them "at least two year
more" to obtain success from the submarine war, they had better make
peace upon conditions which would
include the restoration of the German
colonies' and the abandonment of hp.
economic war, but would give Kngland "a free hand in the east."
Herr Kohrbach is afraid that the
innocent German public might not realize the character of such a "peace,"
which "England's possessions In India would be permanently secured,
and the Germans would be shut out of
the near east, menaced by the English position in
and
Mesopotamia
Palestine, and robbed of all the fruits
of the long war."
Heir Kohrbach
suggests that German propaganda
should now concentrate upon the
of German's "war aims in the
Turkish east."
OX W

out the suttute relating

1ESKKVE THANKS.
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all bright spots and still further perfect, saiegty plana for the metropolis.

THIS WOMAN

PROCLAMATION

A

This year, American Indpcndence
day the most sacred secular day of
all the year affords an opportunity
to our adopted citizens of foreign birth
and descent to demonstrate their allegiance to the principles of representative equality government.
.Within the United States, approximately one million members of organizations representative of foreign nationalities have expressed a desire and By taking LydiaE. Pinkham's
intention to join in the celebration of
Vegetable Compound, One
the one hundred and
d
an.
of
Thousands of Such Cases.
niversary of the adoption of the Declaration of Independence along with
those of us who are descended from
Black River Falls, Wis. "As Lydia
the fathers.
Compound
.So fixed has become
the custom ol E. Pinkham's Vegetable
saved me Irom an
our people to commemorate the annioperation, I cannot;
versary of Independence day, that
Bay enough in praisej
special call in ordinary case is superof it 1 suffered from
fluous; but in this tender by the foreign-born
of our citizens for a display
organic troubles and
of their loyalty to the Inited States
my side hurt me so
in its war for civilization, an oppor1 could
hardly be up
tunity is afforded for kindling the
from my bed, and I
fires beneath the meliing pot to that
unable
was
to do my
life-intensity required for the production
housework.
I had
1
of a common naiional type of Amerithe best doctors in
can citizen.
I1
A
Eau Claire and they
.
1, therefore, in behalf of all
the peowanted me to hava
ple of the state of New Mexico, welen" operation, but
come and commend the tender of our
citizens of foreign birth to join in patLydiaE. Pinkham's
riotic celebration.
Vegetable Compound cured me bo I did
not need the operation, and I am telling
July 4. 11)18.
May nil the people of the state of all my friends about it" Mrs. A. W.
.New Mexico, 0n that day. whether citi-iB Inzer, Black River Falls, Wis.
n by birth or
or whether
It is just such experiences as that of
still a citizen of adoption,
an allied nation or
this famous
people, fighting in this war for the Mrs. Bmzer that has made
herb remedy a household word
preservation of liberty and against the root and
powers of reaction and autocracy, as- from ocean to ocean. Any woman who
suffers from inflammation, ulceration,
semble together in convenient
community and celebrate the anniversary displacements, backache, nervousness,
of the birthday of freedom in Amerirregularities or "the blues" should
ica, "with bonfires and with illumina- not rest until she has given it a trial,
tions and with all the manifestations and for special advice write Lydia E.
ot exultation,
gratitude and joy
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
"W. K. DINDsfcY.
"Governor."
.Santa Fe, N. M.. June 10,
i;ii$.
Here the mountains meet tho sea.
Santa Monica canyon, with its ruggeil
cliffs and purling streams of dashing
THE CLOSING OF
clear water,, i;i but a few minutes Walk
from the very center ot this resort.
SCHOOLS STARTS THE
Thus the surf bulher can enjoy a dip
in the surf before
brpukfast and it,
RUSH TO THE BEACHES mountain hike Immediately
following
the morning meal. Needless to say
(CPtCIAL CmRKHPONOENCt
his appetite 'is stirred at high-- pitch
TO MORNINQ
JOURNAL
Santa Monica Heuch, Calif., June by noon.
II. Now that, the schools
The free band concerts continue to
are
hundreds of happy l'uinilicH are out, bold their popularity twice each day.
to arrive boiti here and at.
The Chum her of Commerce desires
Ocean Park
The coolness ot the continued stress played on the fact
t
hfig
held
ho
back
spring
crowds so that all bench visitor who intend) to
that they are now coining in with a leave the Inland cllies should
buy
rush.
their railroad tickets direct lo Ocean
Naturally the Crescent Bay beach- Park or Santa Monica. This elimines will draw the largest crowds, not ates the necessity of
rechecking bagonly because of the fact that the vagage in Los Angeles.
rious resorts are close together so as
to be able to really combine all their
attractions, but also because of the
fact that Santa Monica is the only Journal Want Ads Pay Because
beach in southern California which can
'likewise offer mountain attractions. Everybody Reads the Journal.

SAVED FROM

AN OPERATION

forty-secon-

Mm
'

to

contempt so newspaper men can be
prosecuted for taking a slant at lh
nuiinbeis while in discharge of the'- duties. What has Mr. Kddy been
lug. A man with a clear conscience
as to his probity and integrity can
never be injured by any newspaper; .
is the fellow with a yellow streak
who pretends to be .honest who Is always rushing into court with a suit
to clear his reputation."
The Mail is correct. No man whoso
past life has been clean need go before
the people in fear and trembling to
ask their support for public office,
and if he is successful in winning the
office he need have no fear of press
attacks so long as he does what is
right. It is the fellow with a past
which he slinks from having bared, or
who sucks eggs and attempts to hide
the shells, after he becomes a servant
of the people, who always rushed to
the courts and seeks legal redress
when the press endeavors to show m
his unenviable record.

1

With

'ServePotqtoes on Every Table Every Meal$ggfl

A bill hag been introduced in tho
Arizona legislature proposing to extend the scope of the libel law to
newspaper reporters who erroneously
report the proceedings or cast reflec
tions on the conduct of the members
which leads the Winslow Mail to
the following comment:
"There is a man in the legislaturo
from Vuma county by the name of
Kddy, who lias introduced a bill

Provost Marshal General Crowder
has sent a telegram to the governor
of each state, to be transmitted by
the latter to the district and local
draft boards, praising them for the
part they have taken in raising our
national army.
contained In General
Statistics
Crowde'r's telegram show that since
June 5, 1917, 1,595,708 men have been
sent to tho colors.
General Crowder's thanks are timely, even if they ure poor reward for
Officials of
tho services rendered.
the various draft boards have served
their country loyally, and in most
Thero
cases without compensation.
must, of course, be some paid em
ployes, but the bulk of the supervising
work has been done gratis. Throughout the land men have made personal
meant
which
sacrifiees sacrifices
much in these days of high price
when it keeps the average man busy
HOW ll'CH LOXGUK?
trying to make both ends meet and
Oil and waterpower legislation has devoted their time and talents to aid
had a rocky road to travel in congress in mobilizing one of the greatest armies ever put in the field. When the
for years past.
Politicians have criew "conserva- war is won when Prussianlsm
exterminated the men who
tion" in regard to these great natural
resources without really considering served so patriotically and unselfishwnat true conservation meant.
ly on the draft boards will be cntitlod
Th cry bought votes however at to as much credit as those who shoulthe expense of the west, while coal dered guns und went over and shot
burned which should have been sup- tho Huns full of holes.
planted by water power running merrily to the sea and oil staid in tho HATS OFF TO PACIFIC COAST
SHIPYARDS.
ground whilo the price doubled and
trebled and our oil burning industries
Kastern publications are lauding
begged in vain fir the precious fluid.
Where is '.ho conservation in the western shipbuilders to the skys.
forced destruction of coal and tho
They finally admit that ruclfic
crippling of industries througii the coast yards have broken all records
for speed in construction and tonuage
scarcity of fuel oil.
Some false conservationist are still launched.
This is bringing coast yards to the
trying to block oil and water power
development at this critical time but attention of the whole world rnd
the public has a better understanding placing them on such solid foundaof the situation today and relief mubt tion that they will be able to draw
soon be granted.
business from all countries.
True conservation is shown jr wis
Asthairman Hurley of the shipping
and economical use of any resource. board says: "they are building snips
out there.' Yes, and they are buildGIOIUAX AIMS IV TURKEY
ing them faster than they were ever
built in America before.
In a lecture at Cologne on "Peace
in the east and Aims in the west,"
Herr Paul Rohrbach, the prominent NEW YORK WILL BE
'
"expert," boasted that
DARK INDEFINITELY
Oermany has finally destroyed the
Russian empire, because "the new
car MoaNMa journal eeacnu uAeto wiaal
Muscovy" has lost all its principal reNew York, June 11. Dimming of
CauNew
to
the
York City's lights will be continsources its petroleum
indefinitely, said Police Commis.
casus government, its corn to the Uk- ued
sioner Enright today in announcing
raine, and its sugar production to Po- that the war department approved of
little
iron
is
the precautions against a possible air
land. All that remains "a
Jn the Urals, coal of poor quality In raid.
Next Monday night, it was stated, a
the Moscow basin, the timber in the representative
of the war department
the
eggs and Allan A. Ryan, spec'.al deputy ponorth Russian woods,' n4
lice commissioner will make an obserof Siberia."
such resources, according to vation trip in an airplane to eheck up

Her;. Rhrbaclj,

12, 1918.

'THE Gl lIl'V JIOWI.S.

has-bee-

'

Wednesday. June

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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0beyAhe.Uni,e1

Sttcs

for the sake

f the men at the front

the light is so well diffused that there
are low' shadows. To "get into the
yards it is necessary to have a ,iss.
Curious Are Kept Out.
A. Povstoff, M. R, representative of

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
JIIGHATIOX Or MOSQDTOUS
(.Scientific American.)
Some surprising facts regarding the
migrations of mosquitoes and other
insects have been discovered by .Prof.
S. C. Ball, who spent a month at Rebecca, .Shoal lighthouse last summer.
This lighthouse
is isolated in the
ocean, twelve nautical mil;s from the
nearest land, which is East Key,
while the nearest region on
which any considerable number of
s.is
mosquitoes can breed is
miles distant to the
Atoll, twenty-fou- r
eastward.
llreezes' from the north
and east brought mosquitoes to Mie
lighthouse, and in ono case a si :
southerly wind, brought then from
miles away. Indeed
Cuba, ninety-fiv- e
in some instances there was evidence,
that they were brought by favorable
winds from even more distant points;
perhaps from Tampa Ray, ISO miles
distant. Ilouseflies and various othoi
insects were also captured at the
lighthouse.
'lor-tuga-

A TOOT OX

'food administration's order

THE TEl'T.

(Hy Walt Mason.)
They tell us not to hate the Tent,
but rather pity the galoot. And when
this grisly war was young, some,
rhymes along that line I sprung; I
said that hatred is a crime, and
boomed a charity sublime. I fear I'm
not so saintly now; I have no halo on
my brow. There's so much evidence
that Touts are heartless and inhuman
brutes who butcher children with
their blades, and strike down dotards,
wives and maids, that I can't love
them as I should, if I were really,
truly good. I cannot say, "Their
hearts are right, though like the
cheapest sports they fight." That was
the lino I took at first, ere I swore
off on llverwurst I said tho poor
chaps were misled by Wilhelm, with
his willowy head, by all the military
hordes who strut around with clink"The Teut himself," 1
ing swords.
used to say, "is but a sentimental jay,
who's fond of music, art and song,
and dreams mild dreams the whole
day long." Now, donnorblitzen and
gee whiz, we've seen the Teuton as he
is, the Visgoth of anciont time, come
back to wade In lust and crime, I cannot bid my doubts depart, and take
the ruffian to my heart. I hate him
quite as much as he in his cheap way
is hating me. Perhaps I'll see his
points again when "lie gets done with
slaying men, but now I loathe tho
excuse mo
bloody skate, so pleaco
while I hate.

tho Russian mission of ways of communication, with office in Seattle, is
in charge, and at the yards is Ivan

GERMAN KULTUR.

Mrs. Violet McMurray of Green
Wis., a lied Cross nurse who
was wounded by the bursting of a 6
'
bomb al Klieims. tells of German
V
been in this country for five years. ?
brutality in the Minneapolis Jour- - 4
Tho yards, under Mr. Ixipitskv K su
nal.
It happened in a little village,
perintendence, are well kept and the
v
the name of which I cannot rec-- :
material protected as well as possible.
but
remember it was in
ollect,
The material has been accumulat; Alsace
near Helfort and Muhl- ing for a considerable period, but V hausen. It was
Franch territory
wns not moved to it present location 5'
but had been
by the
until last fall. Three iiiontiw ai?o part v Germans and occupied
the Germans had
of it was ,'n.led in P.ussun ship?
been driven back, of course the $!
v hich expe..' l
take it to Vl.nl
vvillage was badly damaged by shell fl
fire and very few people re- - S!
vostok, but st Hot i,v an ordt . came
mained there. I remember it dis- Horn Wusirvl' r h. !.onnobig that the
tinctly and It was a ghastly sight.
ships would :iot l. allowed to eleur
All the Germans were out of the
until conditions in Russia were more
village, but there was a German,
sutNfaeto",-.'- '
rile jrton! e.Mtv, were
a recrui'ling officer, with his two
I'.'ted out of ,h? rhil t,' holds ami reorderlies; fhey were talking to
an Alsalian and his wife. We were $
turned to the cars
in
what was the remains of a lit- wnc
the
of
here
Many
storage
tie store, and were looking nt the
ot tho great iinnnt ty r.r rail.-ooneeded at homo, ? whole thing. The man did not
equipmeiT., co
say much, but the wife did not
wonder that thState.,
want him to go, and was talking
does not coiumai di c; V for use
with tho German officer. I could v
on America i vi:,t,,ys.
see that the German officer was
getting mad and when they
the man, she resisted the
seized
IlltKWKKS CTT DOWN FOKCKS
officer. The Gorman officer then
Times-Star(Cincinnati
v ordered her seized, ami had his
Pecausc of the government's limitamen bring in some timbers from $
tion of their business,
a little shed nearby and they made
Cincinnati
a
crude cross, and whilo ihe
brewers gradually are reducing their
were holding her husband
number of employes.
At the
the other soldiers stripped the
of the year the breweries were
woman and nailed her hands und 8
limited to the use of only 70 per cent
feet to the crude cross they made.
of the amount of foodstuffs they used
Then they stood it upside down
last year. In addition to this limitaand cut first one breast off, thjm
the other. Her cries were pitiful, H
tion, they are now operating under a
and her husband was held be- second limitation
they may only protween the two men all of the
duce 70 per cent of their former outi
time.
She was turned so that her
put. It is estimated that this second
head was down. They put the
limitation will reduce the amount of
cross up against un old shed so
foodstuffs to 50 per cent of the usual
that it would stand up. I will al- alcoholic
and
amount,
the
strength of ? ways remember this, as it was the
most horrible atrocity I saw, ond
beer must not exceed 2
per cent.
The brewery workers' union reports f when I was opera toil on, and
came out of the anesthetic. I was
that ns men quit or leave the hrew-erle- s
told by the operating doctors and
to go to war, they are, as a rule,
nurses and
always mentioned
replaced by new men.
that incident, it was so burned Into 3
It is expected that the government's
my memory. .She was a woman
order for men of draft age to enter ? who had lovely fair hair, and she
was Just like a Madonna with her
nn essential
industry or fight, will
hair streaming over her face. I 8
cause an additional number of workcould hear and see it all. I could
men to quit their jobs in breweries.
c hear the Germans
Speaking, and
The local brewery interests have not
her screams.
he was dead from i
protested against any of the limitathe shock, I wotijd say, before
tions on their business thus far, but
they cut off her breasts, but It
they do object to the Randall amendgoes to show what ihey would do.
I was horrified, and there her
ment, which, if enacted would, virhusband had to stand between
tually eliminate the brewing Industry
two soldiers and see it all.
the
for the period of the war.
They nailed her on tho cross up- side down. It was a long time be- fore I was able to get that out of
CANADIANS WON'T "Si. AY
v
niy mind for an instant."
(Atlantic Monthly ,
'l'ltc most conservative Briton
that nothing can equal the
,
in 'offensive work, but In
they are hopelesr T.'icy gc
RED CROSS NEWS
ahead and, ir fpile of, any
p.) ceiitage of casualt'.e.-t.'!: whatever djective is poin'ed Cat. Then
Home Service Section Cun
they dig in like fox terriers each
Supply AVorkeis.
man a hole to himself; and if left to
A girl who speaks both
Spanish and
their own devices, there they would English very well wants a position in
a
store.
take root, like lines of newly planted
A discharged
soldier wants light
saplings, with no thought of consoli'
work to do.
,.
dation, or aught hut" stalking above
In both cases kindly
ground through machine gun fire home service section of notify the
your needs
when a cigarette light is needed. An I'hone 912.
efficer of artillery told of two InGarment llooin Workers Needed.
stances not far from the "Wipers"
All ladies who have been worklpg
salient where a heavy barrage was In the garment room ace urged
to
ress purpose of continue, and many new workers will
maintained for the
be
welcome,
can
to
a
provided
advance
the
do
Canadian
confining
they
Indicated objective, and not allowing plain sewing. The work is simple and
them to keep on, headed for the anyone accustomed to sewing can do
it, but the ladies in charge have not
Hhlne and annihilation.
the time to instruct children who do
not know how to sew.
.
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ADVANTAGES OF

NEW PERFECTION
OIL. COOK STOVES
r

i

'

l;n,-.-.-
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.)

Lights instantly
2.

f

!

S

1

tut.

ad-mi- ls

ready for full work in a minute.
Regulates instantly and positively. You can turn the
the flame immediately up to full flame or down to
simmering flame and the flame stays where you put
it.

3.
4.
5.

It pVovides clean, odorless combustion.
Its parts are durable will last and be
perfectly good
for years and years.
Most efficient and quickest
heating burner in the
world.

BURN KEROSENE OIL
The l Sj. Fuel Administration anilion.es un to say that-i- t
on- -'
tillers the, use of oil took stoves at this time a very
Important
lielp In the net expiry eonsei viilion of coal for war purposes.

V

i

U.

:

KORBER & CO.

"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store"
Phone 878.
220 North Second.

SAVE

TE

NATION'S COAL

0t.N-Mi:-

Cars Arc Doing Released.
Until quite recently a great part of
the material was still on cars, but for
several weeks three traveling oranes
and their crews have been at work
unloading the umohinery,
releasing
sometimes as many as thirty cars a
day. There are still about sixty loaded cars in the yard and, as they each
contain one of the immense
boilers, it may be necessary to use
other equipment than that now available before these can be unloaded and
the cars returned to commerce. Some
of the crates were broken on their
journey across the continent or in unloading and one crew is now engaged
In

recrnting this material.

,

In tho yards are eight miles of spur
track. It is said to be one of the best
.Mivir iMioxorxs.
equipped and arranged yards on the
i. flip. Outlook.)
west coast. A high board fence,
Pronouns' nil their definit'crs os
topped with barbed wire, keeps out tho army.; understand, them ore
intruders, and armed guards are on quoted in a camp Journal . follows:
hand day and night. .. "
I the ro&kle; you the sergeant: he
. About
the colonel;,
the'yards are ten searchlights
gang; they
on
poles, each, with Its re- the Huns: it the war: his 'what the
flector, shedding a light equivalent kaiser will got; .. thlrs what the
to 2,00 candle power, anil at
night Hung will get
n--

t

ot

"Aft"'"' 'M(Vf

(

Gift I'rtau Children's Play.
gift of $2.50 was turned into the
Red Cross by ten little girts who presented a play before their friends anil
cleared this amount. The members of
the enst were as follows: Adelaide

IT$TTiftnT
m n
ii

1

"iuli
cbhca's b"E

It ia war

unrl nils

BLACK. TAN, WHITS
O ana BROWN
.

"f

Williamson, Florence Hiinson, Helen
and Clara Stevens, Peggy Howden,
Yucl Bersman', ' Mildred- - "Williamson,
Frances Lelser, Virginia Hayden, Wilson Kelm,

f MIt''

shoe polish

ifli

11.117.1!
J
StiJ,l

Preserves and softens the
leather instead of causing
it to crack.
Gives a brilliant, lasting
shine, that does not
rub off.

A

MMMff(f,,,1,l.,,,l.(MlltlMM'l.l.t..t

1

JJt.5i.I--' H

I

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, June
UP FATHER

BRINGING

I'VE

wi
v

il

International News Bervlc.

HrMRS
THEfF5 MRb

JONEb'

Tf

-

'ITTLE.

MOORE
A CHOWOPB
"V IT- - r!

THE FRONT

DOOR -

CrVlfsf
.

Tki!

fill

RATHER LIVELY,

ORDERS

OF

1.

Butte

&

Superior

Central leather

64
56
43

Ohio
Chesapeake
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chind Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba cane Sugar
&

Nashville
lxniisvillc
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri pacific
Montaria Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Ray, Consolidated Copper

49V4

102
SIVi
113 W
94

'.

27
23
66

.

1

V,

71
8S
43

23

JJJ
83

street,
turn tu ai'J West

bills on
demand,

per

days.

six

5(&6

xkw yoi:k metau

Butter und

11.

Firsts, 29c; seconds, 24c.

chica;o

i
pitoovn--

Chicago, Juno 11. Butter
Creamery, 34 42c.

higher.

ket

3.1.440 cases.

high

temperatures In the west, brought
auoui a suiiufn uuikw m turn
the last hour of trading today. The
market closed strong at 2Mie to
net advance, with July $1.42 W to
Pro-

2c

Oats gained 2c to 3c.
$1.43.
visions lost 6c to 15c.
Word that heat had visen to above
v
100 degrees in Nebraska led to decided misgivings among ;corn traders.
Seasonable warmth and sunshine were
regarded as sure to promote growth,
and there was further ground for
bearish sentiment because receipts
Downward swings
continued liberal.
In value resulted until It became apparent that the hot weather spreading
over the belt threatened possibly severe damage to the crop, Fear of
such a contingency was somewhat
acute during the final transactions..
Oats showed1 Independent strength.
Export demand was strongly In

WANTICJ

ler. tilTnTMlaw 8.
Mutt tu muke untf

cream. Phono 420.
liu Angeles
Train for service.

VIUTU

XEW YORK COTTON,

WANTKD

fHl'mcr.

Fxperlcni-ei-

ilKht puny. Phutie
.V
WANTKD
iuiik man ft

X90S North Fourth.
NlKhtcoolt"
must understand
pastry, experienced. Apply Mecca t'ufo.
1H
A
WANTKIJ
boy
years (.111. foronoititH
to drive a Ford und help ui'ouud. Hex A.,
care Journal.
WANTED W"man coofc $r,dl carpenters ami
laborers. Employment Agency, 110 Bouth
Third. Phone 354.

plyBciemek's Dairy,

WA.VTKD

Female.
WA.'TT;i
Thb
(,'ompetent saleswoman.
Economist.
Vv'ANTKD (lirl for general housework. Apply 415 West Coal.
W'AN'TBO
A trimmer and muker at once.

nartley

Mlllenery.
VV A N'i'KIJ
JlrT for houiic orkrToTT-XYVesG'Hd. Stern Apartments.
WATli3l)--- A
cook and alKo second girl

llezemeks lalry. Phono

3.M.

at

WOMAN
For general housework; ncTookT
Ing. Address Box 626, Albuquerque.
WANTF.lfllrl
for gencTal
housework;
small family. 707 South Ai no, 1'houo I.'ISK.

TELKORAPlirr Ftlino7raphBoTikke7plngT
Board, room and tuition may be earned.
Mackay Business Colleges, Los Angelea and
Fresno.

PERSONAL.
LAO.Y with car will drive
Hfiif niien. 'none i:.sr.-.- .

FOR SALE

parilei; toiwoh.

Real Estate.

FORRENT OR SALE.
rarXnthe
210

West

e.

.

,

New York.' June 11. Cotton futures
$25.93; Oct
July.
closed Olenfly.
$23-8$$3.66; Jan., $23.50,
.
March, $23.35.
7;

V

,Dj

;

KEW YORK MOXF.i".

'

il. Mercantile
Kw'.Tork, June
per
six - months.

caber, four and

nostiy jl5c lower than yesterday's
G. 50; butchaverage. Bulk. $1 6.35
ers hogs, $16.40 16.65; packing
light, $16.65
hogs. $16.00(16.35:
1

pigs. blotches, are among th results of
It long neglected it may
9.000.
Market .muse niles, ulceration of bowels,
Sheep Receipts
nervous prostration, pare
yearlower.
Lanjbs, $16.00020.85;
lings. $14.0018.50: Wethers, $13.00 lysis. Don't delay treatment. Best
stoekis
Foley Cathartic Tablets, as
remedy
16.60; ewes, $12.00 16.00;
ers nd feeders, $7.00i& 17.00.
many thousands know from expert,
ence. They not only do their work
surely, easily, gently, but without
to stomach or Intestinal lining.
tienver, tnJdn 11. CattlftReUlfPKecelpU
rt fl A A
atOArfl
y
.I.aI araofilf
element.
Oontaih no
8a
UXi'iais
16.70:

light,

Il.30i

I8.ua;

.

ry

A

'

habit-forjnin-

bargain at

$1,200.

J

C

OOD NICHT.'

J

f
)

STAR FURNITURE CO.

TOMTTON & CO.
THIRD

houie.

n

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Central.

Foil

FOR RENT

J

FOU

KKNT

Rooms.

Now IminkiiIow;

4

rooms.

Room. 1005 West Central.

FdrTRr:.T

modern
Phone 21.U-FOn HUNT Cool roitage; furnished; splendid sleppine porrli. Ill South Walter.
twolroom" cottage
FOR ltRNf-urnish- rd
with sleeping porch, 1022 Bouth Walter.
FOR KENT Three-roofurnished cottage.
InqulrB617 Bouth Broudway. Phong H34-Ftlt ItKN'T Three-roomodern blinKalow.
Completely furnishetl; two p.,rch.H; doslr-ahl- e
tielghhorhoorl. Call 116 Houtli ( e'lar.
FOIt 11RKT Two. room cottaKc, furnished;
glass sleeping porcuk modern, water paid,
1 5.00. National
Investment Co., 102 North
Third.
IIKNT--Ftlrlill- iei
Foil
rottaKe. inotleru,
two rooins and sleeping porch; Htilit ",,(t
water paid; summer rules
Ulo South
Edith.
i
Fur-- l

:i
housekeeping rooms with private bath. 910 North Fourth.
2
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms. ill
North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
FOR RENT Rooms on oi week, bath;
steam heat; no sick; over Oolden Rule Store
FOR RENT Modern rurntsnco rooms; no
sick; running water. C08M West Central.
Foil ItKNT Large nicely furnished room;
Pi for lady; no sick. :;10 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Furnisned rooms for iiuseKeciv
2
121
und
North
Ing
single rooms.
Third.
IMPERIAL IftlOMS
Nice clean
coins;
rates by day or week; over Woolrtortll's,
:!!'. I 2 West Central,
FOR RENT Pleasant room and sleeping
close In;
porch, modern conveniences;
reasonable. 015 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two desirable front rooln
suitable for married couple or Single lady;
no aide. 923 North Second. Phone 1497-FORR ENTJicely furnlstiea outside rooms
by lire week or month; also furnished room
for light housekeeping. ElmB Hotel, corner
First and TIJerae.

South.

nifihed; modern; sleeping porch mid gar- Ft HI itENT tw o sleeping rooms ;Mt.'i VouTh"
National Investu.ge; water paid.
Third or phone
ment '., 102 North Third.
c'oll RENT Furnished loom; sepurato enFull It B.N T Furnished two-roocottg
U West Coal.
trance,
and largetglass sleeping porch. Convenient to shops. Light and water paid, $14. 60 FOR KENT Furnished roome, Hi Weet Sil
per month. 1406 Bouth Arno.
ver; no sick, no children.
Foil RENT Two furnished rooms for
General.
housekeeping. S21 West Silver.
Flllt RUNT Klllht room modern house,
FOIt KENT
loom for gentleheat, gas and garage. I'hone 011,
no sick. 411 South Fourth.
man;
house and
Foil
FOR
RENT
chick
furnished
car.
near
rtwmi. No sick.
.Nicely
Large
sleeping porch
First clnss board. 70.1 West Silver.
en range and houses. Phone fi8r,, Dr. King.
modern
house
i FOR RENT Largi. clean lurnianed rooms.
FOR RENT
Call evenings. 400 South Seventh,
blocks from P. O. City Realty Co. 107
West Oold.
Foil RENT- - Three furnished rooms, modwith
em, no slek need apply. Phone 1 o
FOIt RENT Kurnlshod bungalow
large screened porches. sl,Mde trees; Ideal Foil RENT Furnished
r o o m s f o r UghT
for slrk. Phone 1111 or 724.
housekeeping; Inquire at tins Sout Iv Third.
two-rooFurnished
modern
RENT
FOR
FOR ItENT One room with " 6 windows
house wlh sleeping porch", bath, electric
furnished for housekeeping 110, 616 West
12S9-417
Call
West Cop. Coal.
Phone
llghtB.
per.
FOR RENT Nicely turn Ished front bed
inoilert cotFOR HKNT Neat
rim; close In. Phone 1430-J- . 608 South
tage, with glassed In sleeping porch, comFifth.
pletely furnished, 1102 South Walter. Phone FOR RENT Two rooms furnished
for
13K7-.housekeeping; cheap to right parties. 410
Houlh Edlih.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR RENT-'Nice- ly
rurnlnheil two rooms
FO HSALivFtl t ni Ul'o busilieHS. Adtliews M.
and sleeping porch for light housekeeping.
(1.
II,, care Journal.
722 West l.cn'1.
Foil SALE leltery business will)
rooms furnished
for
FOR RENT Two
trucks; good trade. Address 11. K., care
housekeeping: also sleeping rooina. No sick
Journal.
417 West Sliver.
FOR KAI.E The best Utile restaurant In FOR ItKNT Completely furnished
town. The sooner you buy the cheaper
house with large sleeping porch:
yon get It. Address P. O. Box 803,
light and water paid. Inquire at 610 West
Arlsona, for particulars.
I .a
wagon, FOR RliNT Nicely furnished for houseFOR SALE Peanul and iKipcorn
coat 1900; used one year: g'w.d condition;
keeping, thrto large alrv rooms Willi Tool
account of health will take 1300. Would sleeping
a
and. coal
bath:
porch und
consider Ford car. inquire 702 West Iron.
ranges. Phone, light and running water. 016
FOR RENT one of tho best double store West l.'oal,
buildings and hest located for gmernl
Ifigblanoa.
merchandise In the city. Kee J. D. Eakln t
roome.
ill South
Washington Apartments 1008 West Central. FOR RENT Furnished
Walter. Phone 203.
Phone Stf8
Scir ntr.KT
Lirht housekeeDins roome; no
FOR SALE The controlling Interest In flie
of tho best paying business In New Mexsick. 22 Houtn BTOuway.
It
carries
with
ico. The controlling Interest
FOR RENT Large room with sleipln
the managers position which pvs a salary
porch: Ideal ror two. eie r,asi enirmi.
12.J0O.0 In cash
of $600.00 per month.
KENT Rooms, furnished for houseFOR
named
above
and
control
secure
to
required
keeping; sleeping porch. 410 South Edith.
Owners rensori rlt selling strictly
salary.
on account of his health, otherwise could FOR RENT Rooms furnished fur housenot buy his Interest for 125,01)0.00. Do in
keeping, large sleeping porch. 110 Bouth
reply to this unless yuu have the real cash Walnut.
Confidential FOR RENT Jlooms with sleeping
money and mean buslnesB.
porch
statement of business shown right party
with or without board. Phone 671. 1123
after he has shown he can deliver the goods.
Central.
East
This buslnese will bear the most rigid InRENT Furnished room with sleeping
spection and can furnish best of banking FOR
porch: gentleman preferred; no sick. 101
WA.NEDsTck Tidies who need a nurse's South
Walter,
care. Phone 1883, Mr. Bernlce Miller, 1117
'
FOR RENT One room and sleeping porch
'
South Walter.
furnished for nnuseueepiug; hioubiu. -- n
Phone I.i.i')
Board. East Oold.
For Rent -- Rooms
modern apartment
FOR REN1- HIGH class board and sleeping porch with
new
large sleeping porch. Comnearly
room at summer rates, 3. 3l South Arno.
furnished. 1124 East Gold. Phone 841
pletely
Phone Kll-Ask for Mr.Whklnir.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and furnlehetl
rtENt Two rooms for light houseroom; table board. Mrs. Abbett, 208 North FOR
keeping In new bungalow; modern conWalnut. Phone 810.
veniences. Private entrance. No (Ick. No
ROOMS with or without board. Large airy children. S10 South Ninth.
Hot
hoard.
cold
water.
and
rooms, good
General.
904 South Third. PhnneJOOSs
modern
furnished
Ff3RRENf Desirable rooms, with sleeping FOil RENT Nicely
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1773.
reference. Address P. O. Bon 302. City,
table FOR RENT Large7urnlshed room with or
porch, hot and cold water, f..st-clas- s
board. Casa de Oro, 616 West Gold.
without sleeping porch. For particulars
HIOH CLASS board In a cool and strictly Phone H;.J.'
Bath
and
house.
electric
lights.
sanitary
FOR ItENT Sleeping porch and privilege
New Jersey plan. 411 East Ontral
for lady;
boarding
of using kitchen,
FOR RENT Furnished room In modern house close by. Call 1175.
home with board, plenty of shade, spaci
ous poroh. Ideal for summer, pnone 1315.
FOR
For convales
EL JARDIN ESCD.NDIDO"
ALE A Shetland ponv. gentle, cont'
cents. Something a little better. Coolest Full
Ing two years old. 60S South Third.
Rates FOR"8ALB-Afew-"ooplace in city.1 Pleasant surroundings.
d
Chins
Poland
sill West Central. Phon1112.
reasonable.
One
sows, bred or open.
good work
8UAUY NOOK ranch offere excellent room horse,
Phone
241f.FI.
reasonable.
and board. Just the place to get strong.
For ratee phone 24I&F-4- ; free transportation "hi! rTo g ra n db du Roc h oo coiifPAN of
of Albuquerque The largest breeders
Accommodations now available, lira, H. B.
Thomas.
pure teed hogs In the great southwest, can
your wants. If yon have failed to
supply
of
the Lockhart Ranch
MRS. W. H. REir,
make the pig pay or are Interested In the
has moved to 102 8outh Arno street, when scientific
of hoga for profit In Ne
she la prepared to take health seekers Mexico, weraising
extend a helping hand. Olv full
Phone 233S.
wnen writing;.
situation
of
details
your
EXCELLENT board, room with private I
sleeping porch, witn or without private
LOAN.
MONET
TO
bath. Special summer rates. Phone 491. C.
E. Hellqulat, manager TDe Mttrphey Banl
i
eui ji cei srwm vut ava"

With

SALLLivestock.

f

i.

US West Gold.

403.

Miscellaneous.

AND GOLD.

North.
tour-rot-

ATTORNEYS

the sleeping

good for
porch.

t

A

small talc. Call at

41

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

have some homo made

sale,

I'hone

Terms arranged.

to

ITnneth

tmQoT
MoClughan,

One turntsnea

lllgliluiim.

Oood wukcs

Calves strong, 25c higher. Beef
LFfJAfj XOTICKS.
cattle, good, choice and prime, $16.40
NOTHK.
w H.90; common and hiedium, $12.50 Last will and testament
of Mary M. Klock,
cows and
16.70; butchers, stock
deceased.
heifers, $f(. 50(5) 14.50; Oanners and To (Icorge R. Klock. Alubiiquenjue. New
cutters. $7.25(1 $.50; stoekers and Mixlco. named in the will us
4tl
Sarah J. Jarrett. No.
West .Ninth
feeders, good, choice and fancy selectBtreet, Erie. Pa, ; Etta. J. Davenp ,rt. No.
ed, $11.75fr13.50;
Inferior, common
246 West Ninth street.
Brio. P.v . public
and medium; $8.50(0) 11.75: veal calves,
St.
llbrtiry of the town of St. Johns-illcommon, medium, good and choice,
.T.thtiHVllle,
Motugtmicry cottnty. e,v Vcrk.
You are hereby notified thai the alleged
$14.5016.00.
Market last will and testament of Mary M. Klock,
37,000.
Hogs Receipts

(3

I

j

WARDROBKS
for

About live acres, eight miles from
town, good auto road all the way.
Needs sonic cleaning up but is a line
piece of land and lots of fruit. A

FOR RENT

403 South Seventh. Aoply at Hi West Oold.
FOil HUNT Elegnntly lutnlshed
house on West Central, garage, lawn, to
Phone 660-i'OK kti.T Four ami
(urmsiteit,
aleo eight-roo- m
unftintlfihed houses. 315
South sixth. I"hon 613.

ice

dtilivur

AVe

Small Fruit Ranch

South.
FOR HUNT

wuUIijk
on IhIiIc.
KKiiainrluni.
AlttuquerntiH
WA.NTBrk
A milker; ain a farm hand. Ap.

Ronth

$16 00S16.75.

Q

Norm.

ltKXT Furnished iiouse. two rooms
and sleeping porch. Nice shade. 1300
North Second.

A. AUto ek'bool.

Y. M. C.

6oo.

'

I

- I'M

,ni(l

cottage.

deceased, late of the county of Bernalillo
and state of .New Mexico, was produced and
read fn the probate court of the county
of Bernalillo, state of New Mexico, on the
xth day of June. 191K. and the day of tire
16. HO: piss, $16.25 16.75.
proving of said alleged lat will and testatho
8,000.
Lambs, ment was thereupon fixed for Saturday,
Sheep Receipts
20th day of July. A. D. 11, at 10 o'clock In
steady to strong: sheep weak, 10c the
of
said
(lay.
forenoon
lower; bucks, $1 lower. Shorn lambs,
Olven under my hend and the senl of this
choice to prime, $17,500)17.85; me- court,
this 8th day or .lune. A. I). 1U1S.
dium to good, $15.5017.40; culls, (Seal)
NKSTOlt MONTOY.V.
$12.OO&13.50:
County Clerk.
spring lambs, $19.00
20.00; ewes, choice and prime, $14.00,
(& 14.50;
medium and good, $12.00
14.00; culls, $6.00 9.00.- 013.00: stoekers and feeders, $8.00
15.25.
13.25; calves, ti 2.00
Market 10c
Kansas City livestock.
1,900.
Receipts
Hogs
Lower quotations on hogs formed
Kansas City, June 11. Cattle Re to 15c lower. Top, 116.65; bulk, 16.35
in
prothe chief cause of wsakness
16.50.
ceipts 11,000. Market- - lower. Prime
Market
none.
visions. Besides, lard shipments were fed steers, $17.00(frl7.75; dressed beef
Sbcon ReceiDts
steers.
western
Wall.
steers. $13.00 16.90;
relatively
steady to strong. Spring lambs. $17.75
SH.25
y
steers,
southern
la.ot)
lames.
$14.00ifi)17.65;
Closing prices:
(ffio.ou,
18.25; flipped
Corn July, $l.42H: Aug., $1.43. (Slfi.25: cows, $7.0013.75; heifers, clipped ewes, $1 2.00 13.00.
Aug.,
stoekers and feeders,
oats July,
$9.0015.25:
Pork-Ju- ly,.
12.00;
$8.50
$40.70; Sept.. $41.J0.
bulls,
$8.00 fa 15.50:
DANGERS OP CXJSTIVEXHSS.
Lard July, $24.12: Sept., $24.32.
calves, $8.50 13.50.,
n,
headache, lassiRibs July, $22.17: Sept., $22.62.
Hogs Receipts l &,oi)o.. Mai Ket tow
er. Bulk, $16.40(&.16.60: heavy, $16.50 tude. Irritability, "blues." sallowness, n.

70c:

"HI
JESSSC

T-

I

Brick, Hardwood floors, datidy
216 West Gold. built in features, good porcrrcB, Basement,
Furnace. KltlewnlUs, Ticca, Onrase, price
and terms right.
R. MeCI.railAN,
Dwelling!.
210 W. Oold.
1'hono 007.

fok' KENl"Deslranl
furnished

er.

OIUAI)E.

"

tORRV

Co.

FUH

nntf

Minnesota
and
1.70;
$1.65
bulk,
same, sacks, $1.85 & 2.00. New. re.
JTYPEWRITERS.
ceipts 45 cars: Louisiana' snd Texas ftrEWItlfERAir.
inaKeBrrhanNByVnd
sacked Triumphs, $2.75 (ft' 3.00.
repaired. Plb'jons for every machlns. Allower.
Fowls, buquerque
Poultry Alive,
Typsvrlter Exchange. Phon til
27 c.
9S

-

1 .

FOR RENT

Male.
VVA.NYKD

L Mmtl

Phone 156.

HELP WANTED.

Market

unsettled. Receipts
Firsts, 30 H iff 32 'ac; or? ?0'ac; at mark,
firsts.
H
26
dinary
cases ihcluded. 27(fr31c.
Potatoes Market unsettled.
Old,
receipts IS cars; Wisconsin, Michigan
Kggs-rMar-

HER-- I M
HAV

LOANS.

HHSEcMlne.

82
LIVESTOCK I.ltKETS.
23
148
ROOMING
120
HOUsa
Chicago tJvOslnck.
Palrna Hotel. R,
121 U
Chicago, June 11 Cattle Receipts Oold
9? ?4 17,000.
Market
slow.
Top cattle
?9
steady, others mostly 15c to 25c low

U.-S-

A

day

cent;

months, 5JW6 percent
Call money Easier. High, 6 per
4
cent; low,
per cent: ruling rato, 6
per cent.

89

Steel
rtonnhlin Iron
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific
Industrial Alcohol
United States Steel
Utah Copper
.Tun

60

4.75
per cent; cables, 4.70
cent.
Har silver. !tfl',ic.
Mexican dollars. 77c.
Government bonds, heavy.
Railroad bonds. Irregular.
Time leans Steady.
Sixty
5
0 54 per cent; no days,

32V4

v

CHICAGO HOARD

cent; commercial
banks, 4.71
per

Kggs

TELL

KEAL R STATE, FIKK INSURANCE,

FLEHSCiEI

t

30
15

Erie
Oreat Northern Ore Clfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennccott Copper

Clilpotrn

ministration.
Through their control of war contracts, fuel and transportation, these
agencies of the government have taken
steps designed to distribute new work
over other sections of the country.
Included In the congested district are
Now ftngland. eastern and southern
Now York, Pennsylvania as far west
as Attoona and Williamsport, N. J.,
Delawaro and eastern Maryland, not
including Baltimore.

Kansas City. .Tuno
poultry unchanged.
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Washington, June 11. Prevention
Besl Estate.- - Insurance, Loans
of further increase In volume of war
111 Boutb Fourth Street
establish-'Vnents
orders and the number of
In
the nrea
hundling them
LOST.
known as the congested manufactur
was LOST In or near Ca ihnlic dun ci black
district,
and
ing
transportation
bnad
pel
purse containing- small sum of
announced as a definite policy tonight motipy, Upward.
Phone ff'J 2
by the war industries board, th" fuel .OsT A black lout lit r
m Third
purse
administration and the railroad adbet ween Ieail
Hitst'ldlne. Up-

per cent;

YEP

Did you ever hear of the like? A
niodorn house with sleeping
porch on a lot worth $s;,o, a block alul
a half from Central Avenue fur only
$1,250. It doesn't seem possible, does
it? Well if you don't believe it, Just
drop In at our office and we will take
you out and show it to you, but you
had better come a running as this one
will go quick.

om

A.

li.WS.tS CITY I'KODtCE.

47

frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, line shado trees, cement block garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4th. ward.
4 room
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,n00-4-rostuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
$2,500
adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
cement block coping, 3rd. ward.
$3,200,
adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, three good porencs, large
cemented cellar, fruit and shade
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
$1,700
brick, city water, Inside toilet,, electrlo lights, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms.

PCIAk IBSSin WISI

JOURNAL

New Vork, June 11. Iead Strong.
$7.50i 7.75.
il H Spot.
Firm. East St. Ixniis spot,
Speltet
18
(f? 7.50.
?7.40
146'

California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific

Reading

(BV MOHNINA

WANT?

I

FOR SALIS

$2,500.

Trading Is a Little More Active New Work Is to Be Distributed
Than Usual but in Other
Over Other Sections of the
Essentials
the
Market
Country Instead of Being
Confined to East,
Shows but Little Change,
'V MORKINS JOURNAL SSSCIAl LIA.MD WlftSl
New York, June 1 1. Trailing
in
stocks was a trifle more active than
in yesterday's
insignificant
session,
but in other essentials the market
showed no material changes.
War news again entered Into the
calculations of professional operators,
hut domestic happenings, particularly those bearing upon industrial conditions, were distinctly encouraging.
The most noteworthy development
was tho resumption of gold imports
from Canada. The inflow Is expected
to reach substantial proportions.
allied commodities
Coppers and
under federal regulation strengthened
on intimations that the government
Is likely to abandon its price fixing
policy and rails were temporarily better on reports that Director General
McAdoo Intends to modify the proposed standard form of contract.
Equipments were led by relatively
unimportant Issues like Colorado Fuel
and Ure.it
Northern Ore, leading
steels making little headway.
bonds were distinctly
Domestic
ltcavy. Paris 6's also reflected presissues
sure, declining
Liberty
Total salts (par
yielded moderately.
value), $4,275,000.
I'nited States bonds (old issues)
were unchanged on call.
Closing prices:
fi.1
American Beet Sugar
44
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 75
99
American Tel. & Tel
15'4
American Zinc
63
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
83",
54 Vt
Baltimore & Ohio

TO BOW

s

FOR SALE

CONGESTED AREAS

COPPERS STRONG

I

JI.

MUVVEl

1

McMANUS

"

MOMIK rJOMML CLASSHEP COMJM

Ilia

PLAN TO RELIEVE

DEALS IN STOCKS

Jl

TO HAKE A

VONDE
WHAT HE VANTt)

-

W

L

&OY AT

rnow'o ME

GEORGE

BY

Copyrlyht,

COT TO tNEMc
loniCHT-Olh-

SEVEN

12, 1918.

J West

sXlTlT "Eh eti le alo e. tv o t, ui tier, oven
new.
broiler;
llargiiln. IMione

JOHN W. HIUON
. . Attorney
Cromwell Building
Rooms 15. 17 end 19.
Phone 1171
KOOKY

KOOKY

Attorneys at Law
lMW l'"rary Building
DENTISTS
DR. 1. K. KRAFT
Dental gnrtreos
rtooma
Phoee ft
Harnett Building
Appolntmenta Made by Kail

B""?;

--

b.

rTcori

7.

Dentist
Mollnl Building
Rooms
rilYMICIANH AND SfROK-ONp-)
PR. MAROAKRT Q. CARTWRKlHT
Praetloe Limited to Women's anal Children's Olseasee
1121 E. Central Phone 571.
Albuquerque. N.

FOR SALKttne pool table, sbetvea, showcase, counter. Inquire at 309 North Third.
Phone 7l:i.
FOR KALK.'iO.oihi giant pnxe taker onion
.
plants; $1,00 per thousand, phone 2414-FjW. ,1. Hyde. Alameda, N. M.
M
FOR SALE Lutllc s' coats and suits from 13
to 18. Sanitary good as new. 1601 West DKS. Tt'I.t, A BARF.S
Practlre limited to Fro, Ear, Nose aaS
Mountain Road. Phone 2441-J- .
THROAT
WANTED -- A s,
car, must be
Office Hours; 10 to 11: t to I
a bargain.
In first class con, in ion nnd
State National Bank Building
Phone Hturges Hotel. J A, llogal.
TlC
DR. 8AIIAII COKF.R
FOR-S.uLight pony pMcton In goi"t
Practice Limited to Children.
order: cheap, .lust the thing for an inOffice Rooms 1 and t. Wright Bldf.
IV o. Bog 377. city.
valid. Phone 2401-FFourth and Oold.
FOR SALE One Royal lypwille No. a;
Hours S p. m. to S p. m.
Two cash registers; tine large Mosler safe; Residence Phone 2078.
Office Phone 161
electrlo fixtures, etc.; all cheap for cash.
Call Room 12, Metropolitan llldg., Central
M.
W.
SHERIDAN, M. D.
and First.
FOR SA I.E T i l iter desk. new
Prndloe Limited to
type
l
.22 Marlin, .11 Colt, and CENITO-CIUNAR(mostly llothii
DISEASES AND
almost complete ouirit for manufacturing
DISEASES OF THE SKIN
best furniture and auto polish known. Call
lnis North Eighth.
MIONE 888.
ROOF FAINT
Citizens Hank llldg.
Albaqnetraa.
JOo
per gallon. Roofs under our care will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
WANTELV-Postti- on.
a new roof that will last as lone as the
building. The Mansano Co. Phone 1602-AM K1J liny, will, ftderl. it y'ari waias
110 South Walnut.
l, 11., t li !m of flf.
poBltltfii, A(iitrfHn
FOR' SALE
2i,0 VU loia' phonograph;
Knr huunoe!eanlng ftnil Jtb wtrk.
VANTKI
finish; practically good as new;
IMinnw 332 or D4.
60 or 70 records. Will sell cheap and to the
VAN"rni
Yinuifc ultintu-first buyer. Livingston Furniture Co,, 21(1
(lslrf ?mplty-(MPTinil) kind. IMrHHn rIvi imrttculurs.
South Second.
AritltTHM A. K.. tarn nf Jour-milERIE carbon roof paint and roof cement
"by 7uiw 'iaii'v' lrMrVn
atopa leaks; lasta five yeara. Use Ievoe VANTi:rl'"iHI"ii.
tu Jo JlntU orficp wnrk: K""'l 'ilu hi Inn.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lauf
cold water kalsomlne, and be satisfied. riijmblp and rrlliiM1. Addrei T. I ,
Time. F. Kelcher, 408 W. Central. Phone 410. .lOIIIIIrll.

FOR SALE
'
pump and
motor. With preiwure control. Apply V, Weinman, en re Kcunomlit.

foh

ONR

WANTED
FOR carpenter

phono

RAr.ra

Ocntrlfmr-i-

l

Miscellaneous.
lr.D."-J-

.

rem" or I miv u
I Sized
camping tent, phone L'lnl-.T- .
WANTF.I
washed
and
Lace curtalna
stretched arm per pair. Phone 106-J- .
WAN'I'iOl)
To share my Irome with conSouth
genial couple. I'hone 19Si-J- .
Walter.
llf'lHF.ST :'ASH Pltli'K PAID FO R JtiNK
B Y THE SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
114 WEST LEAD PHONE 61.
WB ALSO
VV

A

BUT

N T 10

T.

OLD

AUTOS.

renovated.
HAVE your mattress
Special
summer rates. June only. S:l up. A naqneniue Mattress V, tion South Second.
Phone 471.
!'IANOTUNfNrtnd repairing. All work
guaranteed
slrhtly first. class, J. II.
Edwards, with Albuquerque. Muslo l'o., 311
West Central. Phono 77.
WANTEU-Seco- nd
Sand
men a and boys'
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
and suit cases. (Tall 619. Chicago Secondhand
store. J17 Routh First.
WANTED-Il- y
mall carrier
and ftlfe a
small furnished house and room to raise
chickens and house same. Wo will be a
permanent tenant. E. K. E. care .lottrnal.
WANTEH-no.0- 00
bagsr Paf ffom 2c to o
each. S0O tone scrap Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Louis
Junk Co.. 405 Bouth First street. Phone 17!,
STANLEY KOBIBLA, tailor, N. T. Armljo
building. Room 21. Corner Central and
Second. Ladlea and gente suite made to order. Cleaning, pressing and repairing. All
work guaranteed.
WANTEDCarefuT kiidair finishing by mas.
ter photographers.
Twice dally service.
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed,
(tend
a
to
your finishing
reliable, established firm.
Ilanna A Hanna, master chotnaraphere.

FOR

RENT

Apartments.

Poultry and Egg.

SALE Fine pen of Barred Rocks lit
a bagaln. R. II. Reeves. 211 North Wal-

FOR

nut.
.
FOR SALE Brown leghorn and R. I. getting
egge prise strain, 11.00 (or It, Robinson, Old
Town, phone 2297.
rose
flock Navajos.
FOR SALE Entire
combed 11. I. Reds. Mrs. I,. IS. Thomas.

East Haseldlne.
SALE B. C. White t.cghnrn
baby
chirks nnd hatching eggs. Box 111. Phone
1769. (lentry's Poultry Ranch.
Foil RA LIC "Layer and Payer" White Leghorn baby chicks, IU for 100; $9.60 for 60.
Tott a poultry Ranch, P. O. bog
ffi for S5.
lti7, city: Phone 1777.
FOl7BALE
Rest 8. C. R. 1. Reds In New
Mculco. F.ggs for hatching. After June 16
will sell 60 fine breeding hens. Book your
order early. C. P. Hay. 2S6 North High.
717

FOR

FOR SALE.

KancneV.

SALE OR TIlAl'K- - Italieh eight sections leased land sIk section! fenced plenty of i ml Kid ranee will run about r.'Kr head
of c.illl". will trade for a small place with
alfalfa on It or will trade for house and lot
Located 12 miles ni.rl heust
In Albuquerque.
of Socorro on aula road Address Ed Augbney. Socorro. N. M.
FOR HALBThe" f'nestAl fruit and alfalfa ranch In the valley, must be eM
at once; a bargiln; three acres of choice
bearing fruit trees; rost In alfalfa: tworoom honse with sleeping porchee: plenty ot
out buildings; this year's crop will ainioel
pay for the place. Pbnae Mi or call at 111
West Central.
FOR

STRAYED.
Ell - From home.
Flnilur please return tu
or phone 2072.
S

I'llA

white

V

101

Houtli

kill,-

Walter

TASTORAGE.
RENT Paeturo with waler In city
In Advance.
limits, 11.60 per month
Phone 2171-W- .
2 per
hea
SEVENTY acres of pasture.
Dnlde'a Ranch. 4 miles eoutl
month.
1626.
Phone
Insn,
FOR

Oil KENT
:lut oppoalt,) Posloffice. FOR
REN1
Miscellaneous.
Inquire A. R. Miirrlsnn. 4)0 West Oold.
3RHEH and Rigs to Jemei Springs; cheap
FOU RENT Ies!raiie fufnlshed flats and
1202
rates. 8. Garcia,
North Arno.
houses. Thaxton 4 i:o,, Third and Gold.
FOR RENT Gentle driving norae and bugFOU RENT Two "and three-rooanari- - gy. 11.00 for I hours. Phone 1694.J. at meal
menta and sleeping rooma.
Highland hours.
House.
FO iTRENT
FurnlslieiThousckeepIng apart-mentFORJ5ALE HojiseiL
Hotel. 218
North
Albuquerque
Second.
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished
and a
Three-mogood paying business, $4,00. half cash.
FOR RE.lT
"flat.
modern.
furnished, nice sleeping porch. Call at U1J Bungalow. Jourital office.
South First.
MVTesl d'encef la Vn yorat ty
FO rt "ft" A LB"
WANTED Man and wife to share furnlhx-e- d
Heights,
8leeptng porchee. garage, etc
modern house
with two Terms If necessary. Phone 369 or 132S-healthy ladles. 7.-- New York. Phone ) I3!-.two
FOR BAfj5 Four-roofrumehouse
FOR ItENT Three-roomodern apartment
porchee, lots of shade trees, two barns,
Comnew:
tor
chicken houses and furnished,
all
nearly
large sleeping porch.
408 Nor;h Arno.
pletely furnished, sirletlv sanltarv. ll'2 East 11.600. Phone U.I4-W- .
Gold. Phone 8 12. Ask for Mr. Wehklng
0
West Cen-tra- l.
THE WASHINGTON,
TIME CARDS.
The finest modern family apart,
For well people
ment house In he state.
only. Phone 2022. Apartments furnished
or partly furnished. J. D. Eakln. Prop.

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

FOR SALE A Ford roadster. Phone 2taj-fFOR isALE Ford touring car, cash or pay- ments. Phone 129Z-ALr3 Dodge Rros.'
FOR
car: run about 8.000 miles. In very good
tires. Inquire 109
condition, with over-siz- e
North First.

FOR

RENt

Office Rooms.

FOR KENT Offices In suite or single, fall
upstairs, over W'nolworth's store
office
connecting
FOR RENT S front
rooms over Golden Rule Store. Inquire
Room

St.

FOR RENT Offices In Metropolitan Building, corner Central avenue nnd First
street: en suite or singly; low rentul. Cull
at fioou l.'i eletfupolttaa Bids,

ATCIIIHON.

SANTA
TOl'F.HA.
f.O.
WA
WeatbmuiA.

11

RAU

Class.
Arrives
Pcparti,
7:10 pm. 1:30 pm.
The Scout
California Limited ..11:45 am. 11:41 pm.
16:45am. 11:15 am.
Fargo Fast
1:30 am. 2:10 am
The Navajo
Hniithbonnd,
801. El Paso Express ....
10:15pm.
S07. El Paso Express ...
11:46am.
Kastboand.
10. The Scout
7:39am. 8:05am.
6:00 pm.
5:40 pm.
2. The Navajo
7:06 pm.
4. California Limited ., 6:00 pm.
I. Santa Fa Eight.... 9:65 pm. 10:10 pro.
From Skntth.
810. Kansas City and Chicago, 1:60
lis,
M. Hausiu City tad Calcaco, 7:li pat,
No.

1.
9.
7,
9.

.........

EIGHT

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, June 12,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
3 IS WEST CENTRAL

AVK.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
GUARANTEED.

ABSOLUTELY

I'IHIM:

315.

ALIUQUEHQUE,

N. M.

way

IRK

EL

IN

F RANGE IS GOING

BEAN DAY

LUNCHEON HERE

Former Section

Foreman on

Luncheon was served yesterday at
the Young Women's Christian association in honor of Mrs. H. T. liowio
of El Paso, Tex. Amoncr those present
were Dr. Evelyn I'risbie, Mesdames
William Henry Ixuig, Paul Redington,
It, U. Pollock, M. 11. Sabin, Laurence
Lee. K. N.
Kuvanaiigh, A. F.
Cora Kellam, N. J. Strum-qulsCharles
Porter. Isaac Barth,
Ward L. Ray, II. F. Labelle, R. P,
Barnes, R. U Auledge, Hugh Cooper.
M. I). Schumakcr, Johnston, llilyard,
f'artiight, Misses Grace Borradailc,
I. aura Iovelace, Dorothy
McMillen,
'Baldridge,
Savage, Johns, Herron.
I lorn ung,
Erstad.
Turnbull,
Mrs. Bowie, who Is president of the
El Paso Young Women's Christian association
and a member of the national Y. VV. C. A. war work council.
spoke at the luncheon on the theme,
"What the Y. W. C. A. Can Mean to a
Town," ho remarks being Incident to
the continuation of the finance campaign this week to raise the $K,500
needed by the local association for the
si lengthening of the work hero. Mrs.
Bowie began her talk with the mes
sage given by President Wilson to the
country through Dr. Wilbur Chapman,
in which ho asked that every community keep at full tide all constructive work in that community in order
that standards may lie upheld, ideals
maintained and spiritual power Increased, so that the moralo of the
American people may not suffer.
"It is because the Young Women's
is
association
Christian
creating,
maintaining and promoting social
stands among girls and women, doing
tho very practical war work of buildtoing character, bringing women
gether and associating them on the
basis of common interests," safd Mrs.
everyBowie, "that the association
where, all over the land, has found
it necessary to increase its work to
war strength, to lie ready to help
women propare for the new duties and
increased service they must give. For
have en
this reason, associations
larged their educational departments,
offering new courses to fit women for
positions men have had to leave ana
efficient in
to make others more
their present work. Association cafeterias are giving more and more attention to tho food problem as It affects women and girls who do not keep
house or live at home, realizing that
one of the first places women and
girls economize is upon their lunches.
In the face of rising food prices the
associations are feeling more keenly
than ever the need of good, wholesome food at a reasonable price within the reach of salaries which have
not always Increased proportionated
with the cost of living.
gymnasiums and
"The association
recreation departments also are giv-of
ing more thought to the problem
women more fit
making girls and Increased
demands
nlivslcallv for the
made upon them, specializing in those
enthings which train for poise and recproper
durance, and furnishing Women
and
reation and relaxation.
in
girls must keep well and strong
order to be able to do all tho work
that they will have to do." in AlbuMrs. Bowie Is remaining
wdth tho
querque several days to helpwill
close
finance campaign, which
hoped that
Saturday evening.will Itbe israised
by that
the full amount'
There was much enthusiasm
time.
among those at tho luncheon yester-to
day. The full amount reported up
yesterday noon Is $3,226.40.
W. !. 8.

Santa Fe Returns From

Bat-

tle Zone; Says French Engines Have No Seats in Cab,

cm

OF STATE

LAST TIME TODAY

I

House of High Class Pictures and Music
PARALTA PLAYS
Presents

CHE

J

Mor-risett- e,

Sheriffs' and
New
Peace Officers' Association,
Plans to Suppress Passing
of Worthless Checks.
Mexico

"With Neatness and Dispatch"
LIFE"

sur-fuc-

Ot)l

15c
35c
10c

f

Urothers
Strong
Undertakers

f

LOCAL ITEMS

ftay-nol-

a,

albuqIjerque woman
has theory on hun
appearance

w

FOX TO BE SPEAKER AT
KIWANIS CLUB LUNCHEON

The publication of a monthly circular by the Sheriffs' and Peace Officrrn'
association of the state, was planned
and decided upon at a convention of
that body in this ci.y yesterday. semi
The officers of the state will
to the publishers of the circular each
month all records of forged chucks
which are
and other '.'con"
game
practiced in their tcrri.ory. These records will have in addition the description of the criminals and any other data which may be of use in their,
isapprehension. The circular is to lie
sued each month not Inter than the
tenth day and will be sent 10 every
merchant and officer In the stale. In
order to assist in defraying the expenses of the circular a lew advertise,
ments will be carried.
The "bad check" proposition has
worried the officers of the state to no
small degree. Isolated places have
been particularly victimized and it is
expected that the issuing of Information throughout the state will assist in
preventing the work of tho "check
men" and other operators of confidence games.
Other work of the organization was
the appointment of a committee to
confer with Governor W. K. Lindsey
regarding the promiscuous issuing o
commissions to mounted police.
went on record as favoring
the bona fide mounted police, but declared that many have obtained commissions who have no right to them
and that the parties are causing trouble for other officers.
M. H. Diaz, of the department of
justice, lectured to the officers regarding their rights in connection with the
selective service laws, the sabotage
ucts and laws legarding stackers. Ha.
fuel Garcia, sheriff of Hernalillo
county, ucted us chairman of the meeting.
Those present were: J. S. Haca,
sheriff, Socorro county; Sheriff H. L.
Huberts, McKinley county; Sheriff C.
Walker Hyde, Lincoln county; Sheriff
Placido Jaramillo, Vulencia county,
Sheriff C. A. Hector, Chaves county;
Sheriff Rafael Garcia, Hernalillo county; Chief of Police J. K. Galusha, Albuquerque, and Chief Deputy Sheriff
Klfego Baca, Socorro county. Sheriff
Hafael Garcia, Hernalillo county, fin.t
vice president; Sheriff Hay Sulton,
Ciilon county, second vice president
Sheriff Itainon
Tenorio, Torrance
county, third vice president; Sheriff
i l. Vargas, Ilio Arriba county,
foiiiuh vice president; Sheriff C. K.
Noble, San Juan county, fourth vice
president; Chler of Police . H. Galusha, Albuquerque,
secretary an J

t

STORAGE
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Manic Man

A

J

H IflUII U IflUII
Here

ALSO

A Screaming Two-ReKEYSTONE COMEDY.
el

,J. WARREN KERRIGAN

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

Admission
Admission

MATINEE
EVENING

HIGHEST GLASS

THEATER

B

IN EVERY WAY

TODAY ONLY
THOMAS H. INCE PRESENTS

Charles Ray
IN

"His Own Home Town"
A PARAMOUNT PKTtltl'..
A Popular Star in a Thrilling Drama.

66

CURRENT EVENTS
Latest World's Events.

treusurer.

grocers
morning after tliey are laid; 5."c.

Four

suits pressed

$1
$1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Delivery. Phone 690.
W. R. S

DOZIER

TODAY

UiC

TELL 1tENIR'yVDELIVERY
Tour baegaee trouble. Phone 9SS.

SUITSCLEANED,

LAST TIME

IDEAL THEATER

On sale by leading

:L", 8:00, 0:45 P. M.

1:00, 2:iri, ::.H.

TIME OF THE SHOWS

.

alvTradVeggs.

story of life and love,
and during.

Is u

of (lunger

. DON'T MISS IT.

s

DELIVERY

PROMPT SERVICE

'America Is Ready'
STAND BY THi: PRKSIDl'.NT.
This Is a sreut picture anil shows bow 1'iuie Sum Is ireiwreil to
meet tiny emernency on land and sea.

tocomedTesof 0"REELlSH
15c.
10c and

NIGHT

5c and 10c.

MATINEE

FHONK 7(l
Prof. M. L. Fox, of economics at
W. A. it.
the state college will be the chief
Orders taken tor nervlce flags
speaker at the Kiwanis club luncheon Women of American Arnit. 223 ujnsi
Woman wauled lo assist, with genGENTRY'S EGGS
at the Alvarado today. F. P. Cantleld Gold Avenue.
eral housework. Apply 301 S. l'.ditli.
will act as chairman of the meeting.
w. s. s
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Ooii- S. M.
W.
The attendance prize will be an
B. M. WILLIAMS
roy and San Jose Market; 55c dozen.
electric percolator, given by Arthur
DcnfUt
Prager of the Albuquerque Gas C.& Rooms 1 and 2, Whiting Building
Electric Cn. A. L. Martin and W.
rnone mo. .
will
act us a reception
Thaxton
Corner Second and Gold.
Co.
C.
committee.
Used
W B. B.

WANTED
Experienced Spanish salesladies.
J.
Penney

hn-1-

GOVT. ORDERS

Car Bargains

Bryant's Delivery

15,000

1

FOR

QCICK KFRVH'H
223 West Ooer.
TONS OF COAL IN ARMY
W. S. H,
BITTNRR HOUSR
SIB
South First. Nice clenn rooms;
The federal fuel adntinistrn- light housekeeping rooms. Phone 221.
here yesterday received or- lin
ili'rs from the. government for
CITY
15,(NHK
tons of Mal from the
SHOP
?
mines of the state for army use. t
PHONE 587
8 The
orders staled that shipment
FREE OA Mi
AND
DELIVERY
should begin July 1 and that the
BATCH'S OLD STAND
government order should
take
XV. s. s.
precedence, over all orders in the
Persons who wish u renew or akf
stale with I bo exception of those ?
out mcmbcrshipa in Uio Red Cross
from railroads.
8
?an do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matron
Co., Giimshaw's
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
W. S. ft.
I J very and saddle borscs. Trimble's (he chairman of the Membership
Red Barn.
No. 1331. W.

Ilione

ElIcTOlVsHoi

8

i

!)

Maxwell Touring

7

car,

pttKMenger.
1917 Light Six lUiiek, 5

501.

5
r.

Hudson Super Six, good condition.
Mitchell 5 passenger touring;

TO

JEMEZ

bargain.

HOT SPRINGS

Paige 7 pasncngcr, wire wheols
new tire.
1916 model.

JIlKlann

ROUND TRIP, $20.
Notify Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,
Jemez Hot Springs, N. M

These cpr must bo nern to be
Phone 805 fur demonstration or call lit
TZ AOKNCY
HI DHON-ST- I

B. B.

Phone 855.

ELKINS

West Central.

B0

com-mltte- e.

xVEW

AND MODERN
SERVICE

Let Us Send a Man

,

to Replace That Broken Wlntov
Glass.

Special Attention and Rates to the
Traveling Publio

"Help!"

"Help!"

WANTED

H. S. HALL, Owner and Manager

Ladies' and
Children's Shoes During Our
Special Opening Shoe Sale.
Apply atOnce.

GOLDEN RULE
DRY GOODS CO.

m

MARRON

DR.

Magdalena, New Mexico

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL

821

Hotel's Free Auto Meets all Trains
STEAM
ELECTRIC
HEATED,
LIGHTED, VACUUM
CLEANED

Phone

831--

HAY FEVER
Its

cure, by my
combined treatments of OsteopaMedicine
and
Finger Surgery.
thy,
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 055. Residence, 2S

DR. H. M. BOWERS

25 People to Sell

CO.
LUMBER
N. First

ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 491. .

HOTEL HALL

Vle-gue- s,

For

KERRIGAN

j

t.

TODAY and TOMORROW
BUSHMAN and BAYNE

!

issue

RAPIDLY

T YRIC THE ATE IJ

.

fx

1 VJ 1

UMT

OFFICERS WILL

AHEAD

STORE

Not-a-Se-

WOMAN

HONORED AT

That American railways are riipidlj
being built in France was the statement of Corporal Wesley G. Miller ol
a railway regiment, former section
foreman for the Santa Fe railroad at
Horace and U rants, N. M., who has
Just
returned from six months' servU. S. rood License No.
ice in France. Corporal Miller was
In Albuquerque yesterday en route to
Ferndale, Calif., for a visit. lie was
hack to the United States to recuperate from il.'ness and is at present staROBERT JONES
tioned at a hospital in New Haven.
IIOMKIt II. WARD
Conn.
315 Marble Avenue.
font ami South Walter.
570
"The French make little distinc
Phono
Phones
tion between
their passenger and
freight engines," he said, "and freight
move
as rapidly as the.
about
trains
The French locomotives
passenger.
have no seats in them, the firemen,
and engineers having to stand all the
time, they are on duty.
The first
thing the Americans did to the engines
was to put seats in them.
The cars
used on French roads too are much
smaller than those used by the Amcr
icana."
Corporal Miller said that the German air parties often made bombing
IN
raids on the railway regiments although the; party he was with had
imcr been attacked. "One would
think from the railway preparations
that are being made over there, that
America was preparing for a long
Metro Feature in Five Reels
war," he added.
ONE REEL
ALSO THE SCREEN TELEGRAM
Corporal Miller said the transport
on which he was traveling was not
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in
attacked by any submarines although
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
'
one ws sighted on the return voyage.
His $1,000,000 Comedy
The periscope appeared above the
but then disappeared.
one submarine
"We experienced
scare on the way to Franco, too," ho
"but that time It proved only
district to succeed Lieut. A. H. Woods. added,
to be an empty barrel."
A banquet was held in Winslow for
Corporal Miller expects to be sent
Lieutenant
Premium Oleomargarine Oftf
and
Shipley
Captain
Woods just before they left for active 'back to France upon his return to
pound
.view
Haven.
UalHliiH
duty in the army.
A new sprinkling wagon, drawn by
package
the city's new motor truck, was used
TO
I Horiipdary
Dates
for the first time yesterday afternoon. FATHER SEEKS
Two packages . . .
The new sprinkler throws the water
LEARN OF SON IN
high in the air, allowing it to fall in a
l'io Cherries,
to rainfall.
similar
manner
CITY; MAY BE DEAD
pound
It. C. Ten Kyck, formerly connected
road in this city,
Fe
Santa
with
the
now the vice president and general
James Kanary of Buffalo, N. Y.. has
Matteucci, Palladia & Co.-manager of the New Mexico Central written to the New Mexico Public
Groceries and Meats
association
here, requesting
Railway company at Santa Fe, was Health
601 W. Tljcras. riionea 495-4in Albuquerque
yesterday on busi- any information that, may be given
his
W. Kanary.
Frank
son,
ness.
concerning
Mrs. M. A. I'errin. matron of the The letter follows:
"Can you do anything for me as to
V. M. C. A., and mother. Mrs. L. M.
Folk will leave July 1 for their for- locating a son of mine, dead or alive?
reHis
M.
to
name Is Frank W. Kanary, age
mer home in Willard. N.
main Indefinitely. Mrs. F. Klrkpat-ric- k now 32. height about 6 feet, weight
will succeed Mrs. 1'errln as ma- around 150 pounds. He was a pressman in the printing business.
tron of the 'V.'
"He left Buffalo for Denver in 1915
Three men Joined the army at the
I heard from him quite regularly
and
and
PHONE
local recruiting station yesterday
I'ltOMIT SERVICE.
left for Kl I'aso. They are: Clinton until March 1, 1916. when I wrote
T 75. STRONG 1(1. K., COPPER
I
P. Clarke, engineering
corps; Alfred him last und sent him a check.
M. Hansom and George H. Summett. never heard from the letter and the
to
never
was
the
presented
ordnance corps. .The last two named check
were employes In the Santa Fe Bhops. bank for collection.
was
"Ho
incurable bede
Hanchos
pronounced
of
Saavedra
Miguel
In his last letAtrisco, pleaded guilty to a charge of fore he left Buffalo. was
worse and
to me ho said he
being a slacker when arraigned yes- ter
lost weight and felt weak hut thought
terday before Dennis F. McDonald,
He was he would go to some part of your
United States commissioner.
helil for the district court. Saavedra state or into Arizona.
"Myself and relatives have tried in
gave bond for $1,000 for his appear,
vain to locate him in Colorado and'
in federal court.
unre
Tourlit lunches. Pullman Cafe.
Meliton (iutierrea of Old Albuquer- we have, In fact, given him up asj
Martin & Thorn. Tail. Phone 273. que yesterday
found two wheels for a (lead, out n so we wouia oe pieaneu
re: to know when and where he died, so
A special session of the Klks lodge bicycle and a bicycle seat. The
as to finding
inainder of the wheel was missing. if you can do anything
is railed for tonight.
or alive, it would
J... C.
.Mersfelder has gone to the The missing wheels were taken to the alie trace of him, dead his
father, James
appreciated by
Cuba country for a stay of ten days. county Jail and placed in the care of
liorn Monday night to .Mr. and John Skinner. The owner may recover Kanary."
w 9 s
Mrs. Ambrosio .Sanchez, Los DuraneH, the property by identifying it.
The property owners of the
u son.
LEAVES
M'CANNA
JOE
addition, especially in the 1100
The Woman's Itelief c orps will meet
In the J. o. O. F. hall at Z.'.iH o'clock block and those who have homes there
FOR MARE ISLAND TO
and raiso chickens, are complaining
today.
Horn yesterday afternoon, to Mr. of the appearance almost every night
SERVE IN THE NAVY
and Mrs. Hill (iriego, of Las (iriegoH. of hawks. Several nights ago one gentleman lost three chickens, while otha daughter.
Joseph Mii'anna. son of Mr. and
'J'he lloy.il Neigliliors of America ers in the same neighborhood have
will meet at S o'clock tonight in lost chickens from the visits of hawks. Mrs. p. V. McCanna, left last night
The authorities may grant the men afor Mare island to enter training as
(iahles hall.
second class seaman In the naval
Hay 11. Humid, who enlisled in thn of the neighborhood the right to shoot reserve
corps, in which branch of the
ordnance corps of the army Monday hawks without fear of arrest.
service
he enlisted several woeks ago,
W. S. 8.
night, has gone to LI i'aso.
as paying teller at the State.
All Ciirl Kcouts are requested
to
A car loud of new models of Hco resigning
to serve Uncle Sam. A
meet at 4 o'clock this afternoon in "Fours" just received. See them lit the Ntlonal bank
graduate of the local high school and
the armory for drill rehearsel.
CooHT Molor coiiiMiny.
of
the
Mexico,
University of New
Miss M. I.' vu l'lrkey has returned
young Mr. McCanna was prominent in
from a visit to Las Vegas, N'. M., and
life
been
the
at
college
having
varsity,
MRS. BACA RECEIVES
to her duties in the forest service.
elected president of the student body
Among arrivals from the west last
in
one
his
of the
senior year. He 'was
LETTER FROM SON IN
night were J. It. Whitesidos, (irants;
star athletes on the hill, and after
John iliinn and It. Stephen, liguna.
FRENCH ARMY CAMP graduation took up golf, becomingin
The New Mexico University Alumni
perhaps the best amateur golfer
association will meet at 7:30 o'clock
the state. Raymond McCanna, Joe's
tomorro wnight in the Chamber ot
Mrs. A. .1. Baca, of this city, has brother, who enlisted in the naval reCommerce.
received from her son, L. B. Baca, serve some months ago, leaving HarMrs. H. L. Blair, who underwent an an
letter from "some- vard university to enter the service, is
Interesting
operation for appendicitis In a local where in France." The letter In part now at
Pclham Bay, N. Y., to which
hospital last Saturday, is reported to follows:
place he was transferred after a brief
lie convalescent.
I
Is
am
on
of
and
"Today
Sunday
period
training as a listener on
The Modern Wooodmen will meet in
guard hut I will take a little time submarines.
session
The
tonight.
regular
degree to write to you.
Two other State National bank men
is fine
staff requested to attend as there and dandy. I haveEverything
been very busy left to serve Uncle Sam last night,
will bo initiation.
Hiram
Our
died
Herkenhoff, bookkeeper, son
company barber
barbeiing.
Miss Hazel Kieke returned yester- on
the way so I am company barber of Mr. and Mrs. John Herkenhoff,
day from a visit with relatives and now and believe me I get all I can who goes to Mare island In the naval
friends In Los Angeles and other do. I am still the bugler in the com- reserve, and Ouldo Gloml, also a bookCalifornia points.
pany. The barber died about four keeper at the bank, who goes to El
H. I. Kpitzmesser and Lee Doug- days out of New Tork and they sent Paso to enter the
army. A large
las, after a stay of several days here his body back to America. He was crowd of friends of the young men
on business, left yesterday for
were at the station to see them off.
married to a Spanish woman.
where hoth are in business.
"I like it here very much and the
1
C.
nice.
of
was
field
had a pair
Klrcher, supervisor of trip
Joseph
the Santa Fe National forest, spent glasses and would go onto the top
in
of
the
watch
deck
and
other
ship
Albuquerque
consulting
yesterday
with the acting district forester here. ships and towns. We passed through
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Booth and chilthe war sone without danger. 1 am
at
dren will leave this morning for the trying to pick up the language here.
Jemez Springs, where they will enjoy I understand about one word in a
A possible explanation
of the apn outing of several weeks.
hundred. I get along fine. There Is
on the
Orders have been received by the nothing to worry about so I am not pearance of German
I
am glad I am here and eastern coast of the United States is
forest service here to the effect that worrying.
the
war
till
come
to
want
back
advanced by an Albuquerque woman,
surveying on the Tijeras Canyon road don't
who with her daughters, spent the
will begin Monday and construction is over."
W. 8. 8.
work will follow soon after.
summer, two years ago, at Humacao,
Porto Rico. During her stay In the
The Kowena club will meet at 2:30
island she had opportunity to visit a
o'clock this afternoon at the home of SANTA FE'S FINDER OF
of places of Importance.
Mrs. Carrie Warmath, 1215 North
MONEYS ON VACATION number
Second street. All yeomen are cordialThis woman declares that the renear
to
the bay at Guanica and
Cross
do
Red
invited
work.
gion
ly
N. J. Hudson, brother-in-laof I.
After seven years of continuous Central Guanica, containing the largL. Hibbard, assistant general manawork, during which time he recover- est plantations, is controlled almost
She
ger of the Santa Fe coast lines, has ed hundreds of dollars for passengers entirely by wealthy Germans.
been appointed trainmaster of the who had lost their money at the Santa says at Isabel, on the island of
second district to succeed Capt. L. M. Fe station, W. L. Bailey, porter at the
off the coast of Porto Rico, the
Khiply, and N. J. Nordyke has been station, will take a vacation of two largest sugar mill of the island group,
appointed trainmaster of the third weeks, beginning last night. He and is controlled largely by Germans.
his wife left last night for Santa Fe
This woman advances as her opinand will visit other points before their ion that the Gremans have, through
return here.
their influence in the Guanica district,
On one occasion Bailey found a established a submarine base there
pocketbook containing $5,000 which which enables them to cruise north
Springer Transfer Co
was returned to the owner. On an- along: the eastern coast of the United
other he found an envelope containing States. This was the persistent ru1,000 and In this case the money mor during her stay on the island.
was returned to the owner. In addition he has recovered hundreds of
Journal Want Ads bring results,
dollars In smaller amounts.

"A DOG'S

.

J. WARREN

But green beans this time, mostly Kentucky Wonders,
10c.
home grown sugar peas, lb
California sweet table cherries, good apples, buy them
today at, lb., 10c, the next will be higher priced.
Lemons, have gone up like a rocket, but we have large
50c
size, fresh stock, doz
20c
This shipment of tomatoes are fine, lb
Cucumbers, summer squash, lettuce, new cabbage, grapefruit, oranges, etc.
45c
That good Butter, lb

WARD'S

PQ

1918.

rhynleliin, iiwdnllilnf In
and Throat. Autumn, Ray
Deafnrm.
OeclaVntal'
Catarrhal
l'vrr,
l.lf llldit., Third and Unld. Bmldeao
Onltmpnthlo
Knr. Nam

phone

alleviation-an-

--

office phone

wantedand

An cxperlciMvd Sash

Door

Maker,
CHICAGO MILL & LUMBER
Albuquerque, N. M.

Gallup Lump
CerrUlos Lump

LUNCH at j

I

CO.

GRIMSHAW'S

!

Second

!

tiMMim

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

91-

o

and Central

M M MC

tM

"
Gallup Stove
CerrUlos Stove

-

ANTHRACIT13, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Mill
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime.
Coke,

!

'

